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CHAPTER I r
INTRODUCTION... THE NATIONAL KLOWER MARKET
The exact size of tde national flower maricet is not
Known at the present time. At present, (1949) there is a cen-
sus of tHe flower market being taKen but the results of tlnis
will not be publistiea until next year. However, some accurate
estimates Have been maae about the mariset by reliable sources
auring the past twenty years.
Plowers Sell better when times are gooa as m 1929.
In that year, 9328 retail shops aid a business of $176,000,000
or an average of more than $18,000 per operating unit. (1)
Ulss Knibb states that the industrial leaders point out that
even in baa times, the industry has a certain stability that
stanas it in good stead. In 1933, 7728 flower shops did
$66,495,000 worth of retail business which was an average of
nearly $8500 each. in 1939, after the depression, there wer«
15,000 retail outlets and these shops d^d $150,000,000 worth
of business. In this year. Dun & Bradstreet tooK a survey of
108 "representative" flower shops and declared that the typical
annual sales volume was $15,700. The retail business in 1944
was estliaated at $400,000,000 and the present business is est-
imated at from |500,000,000 to $600,000,000 worth of business. (
(1) Dorothy Knobb "Florist Industry Alert to Change"
,
Domestic
Commerce
,
Vol 34, No. 2 (February 1946) p. 24-5.
(2) Letter to the writer from Violet Correll, Society of Am.
Florists, Chicago, 111., March 18, 1949.

'At presc?nt, there is close to 225 million square feet of glass
devoted to growing flowers and on this basis, the greenhouse
operators in this country have an investment in land, bulld-
infe,s, and equipment of over ij^400, 000 ,000 . (1)
From 1900 into the recent war, the people of this
country have been spending
-J of one percent of each dollar
they have had to spend or to save of their expendable income
on flowers. (2) Since the end of the war, this percentage
has increased, and now the average person spends approximately
of one percent on flowers. professor Fossum estimates
that in 1948, the retail flower business reached a sales
volume of $625,000,000. probably the more accurate figure at
the present time is that of the Society of American plorists,
of between $500,000,000 and $600,000,000. At the extreme, the
optimistic trade paper. The Florist Exchange, estimates the
retail business at the total of ;y;650 ,000 ,000 , ana the nursery
business at an adaitional $350,000,000 giving a total of one
billion dollars. Unfortunately, however, the magazine does
not disclose at how these figures were arrived. At any rate.
It seems clear that the industry has been increasing steadily
throughout the years,
(1) Letter to the writer from Robert Roland, Exec. Secretary,
Society of American Florists, Chicago ,111. , June 1, 1949.
(2) prof. Truman Fossum, Cornell University, m an address to
the Society of American Florists, March 1949,

Most present factors seem to point to this trena
continuing, tiowover, a business depression such as that of th«
thirties, might very well reverse this increasing trend, just
as It did after the crash of 1929.
In 1939, there was a retail florist for each 15,000
of our population while today there is a retail florist for
each 6,000 people in this country. According to a Dun ana
Bradstreet survey, part of this is due to the increased spend-
ing power of the individual. The disposable income per capita
m 1939 was 527 dollars; now it is ;|1,182. In 1939, the gross
national production was $90.4 billion while last year, in 1948,
It was $248.2 billion. (1) While the total income was §72.5
billion m 1939, in 1948, it was |221,4 billion, in retail
sales, It has risen from $42.04 billion in 1939 to $128 billion
last year. The spendable dollar for flowers has penetrated
much deeper into the lower income groups, or perhaps It would
be more accurate to say that the average income has risen high
enough so that a large part of the miaole income group is ac-
quiring a taste for flowers, or at least the ability to pur-
chase them.
At present there are close to 25,000 retail florists
operating in this country. Thus far the yearly sales have clung
to the high levels established during the prosperous war years.
* (1) Letter to writer from Dun & Bradstreet, dated May 31,1949.

^ut ttius ftiT in 1949, tHe dollar volume Has not been as (^oocL
as last year, Ttiis might be due to the resession now going
on, and it is quite lively due to the fact that food and other
essentials taKe such a bite out of the consumer's dollar, he
IS cutting down on his "luxury" buying to some extent. The
problem the florist is now facing is that of trying to main-
tain a satisfactory profit while business volume and prices
are levelling off. This problem is intensified as at the same
time, there is little levelling off in the florist's costs of
salaries, maintenance, etc*
Characteristics of the Wholesale Flower Market
Wholesale or commission houses have been established
m nearly all the large cities in this country for the purpose
of supplying the retail stores with the produce grown m the
greenhouses, thus functioning as a medium between the producer
ana the seller of cut flowers and plants, Boston has an un-
usual market setup which deserves some attention,
in Boston there is a cooperative raartcet which was or-
ganized m 1892 and incorporated in 1909. This raartcet is tnown
as the "Boston Flower Exchange, Inc.," and it is located in the
Gyclorama building which is locatea at 539 Tremont Street. This
building was originally built for the exhibition of a painting
of the Battle of Gettysburg and is circular m shape having a
glass dome of 120 feet m diameter.
ll
Exterior of Boston Flower Excirifcng,c;, Inc. , Boston, Mtiss.
(Flbi^re One)
Through the center of the mam hall are long, tables
which are divided, into stalls of about four feet square. The
growers rent these stalls which are excellent for the purpose
of displaying and selling produce to the retailers. These
stalls uieasure four feet by four feet and cost the grower |;12
a month to rent. The amount of stalls that a grower can rent
depends apon the amount of glass (greenhouses), the grower
has under cultivation. The more he proauces, the more space
his produce has to be displayed in, if the grower so desires. 0-)
The exchange Itself is governed by a Board of Di-
rectors who are elected by the stoctholQers. The stockholders
are growers from all over New England who own greenhouses.
(1) Information from Mr. Wittemore, Board of Directors, Boston
Flower Exchange, Inc.
1\
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The growers who arc; stocKholders in the Exchange
actually get two types of profits. First, they ^jet the profit
g,ainea on the merchanaise they sell in the raarKet, Secondly,
each stocKholaer-grower also shares in the profits anci losses
of the Exchange Corporation. In the past eight or nine years,
the aiviaends on the stocK of the corporation has been aver-
aging about 5^. (1)
In 1925, Willlfaffl H. Ko^ne was appointee as manager of
the marKet and he has held this position ever since. The ex-
change is open every day except Sunday from 7 A.M. to 5 P.&l.
except on holidays when special hours go into effect.
The exchange offers a number of services. First, it
provides a convenient meeting place for the growers and the re-
tailers to meet in one spot and buy and sell to their mutual
advantage. It brings together unaer one roof a large variety
and selection of cut flowers and plants. It provides a credit
system for the growers as all purchases must be paia for by the
15th of the month following delivery (sale) of the merchandise.
If the bill IS not paid in full by 12sOO o'cIock of the suc-
ceeding 20th of the month, the name of the party failing to
settle IS entered on a list, which is given to all members (2)
(1) Information from Mr. Arthur Ca^jers, Wellesley, Mass.,
gro?/er and stockholder in the Boston Flower Exchange, Inc.
(2) From the By-laws of the Boston Flower Exchange, Inc.,
dated November 5, 1928.
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.of the association. In effect, this acts as a "black: list"
0
and. Serves as a weapon a^^amst faulty payers of floral bills.
All the produce brought to and sold m the Boston
martcet must be b,rown m New England. This is because the
owners of the corporation are all growers from New England
and for purposes of control and protection, they do not allow
proouce into the marKet frocD others sections other than New
England, Most of the cut flowers ana plants are grown in Mtiss,
and Conn.
,
although some merchanaise does come from the other
New England states. With the exception of the summer months,
practically all the cut flowers are grown under glass (green-
house produce.) During the summer months, however, outdoor
flowers are grown throughout New Englana, and then sola on the
Boston Exchange.
While m theory, the growers rent the stalls in the
marKet and sell the flowers to the retailers, in actual practice,
there has been a trend for the growers to hire so callec. "sales-
men" to sell their produce for them. While some growers still
do come into the martet and sell airectly, most of them have
founa It inconvenient and unprofitable to do so. As a group,
the growers have founa that it pays them to specialize and be-
come strictly production men, growing the produce. Not only
are most of the growers not salesmen, but they also fina that
going to the market taKes up too much of their time which they
prefer to spena in their greenhouses. Also, many of the growers

1*2
.are small producers ana it would not be economical for tlrieio
to Keep comingi, m with their merclnandi se. They fina it easier
to have a "salesman" sell their merchanaise alon^ with other
growers* produce. The larger growers prefer to raarfccet their
own goods, but most of the others leave the selling of the
flowers ana plants to the capable "salesinen,"
In practically all cases, these so called "salesmen"
m the inarKet hanale the produce on a consignment basis and
they are actually commission merchants. However, the term
"salesmen" is used by the growers ana the retailers in the
trade so while they carry this title, their actual function is
that of commission merchant.
These men receive commissions based on the selling
price of the flowers they sell. This encourages them to sell
at the highest possible price obtainable. These commission
merchants are selected by the growers on the basis of their
personal reputation and also by the liKes or aislites of the
individual grower. It is a continuing relationship as long as
both parties agree to the arrangement. As far as can be deter-
mined, few seem to have written contracts, but rely instead on
sort of a "gentleman's agreement" which m most cases seems to
last over some period of time. Many of these relationships have
been going on for a number of years. These merchants sell the
.growers' produce, are responsible for the retailer's payment for
I
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the flowers, but do not taKe title to the proauce, ana rcturp
or dump the flowers they do not sell. This arrangeaient has
given many of the growers the opportunity to specialize in
production, leaving the distribution to these middlemen who
are more capable to hanole the niarKeting ana selling problems.
In adaltion to the actual flower oiarKet, there are
also other methods of aistributlon of the produce from the pro-
ducer to the retailer. One large source consists of a number
of wholesale houses. These regular wholesalers buy greens and
flowers, as well as floral supplies froui growers, manufacturers,
and some proauce from the exchange itself. The maricet exchange
does not carry floral supplies such as bassets, wire, ribbons,
etc, , and the flowers in the exchange are limited to that grown
m New England, Therefore, these wholesale houses perform a
valuable function by buying supplies in bulK and distributing
them to the retailers in small quantities.
In addition, the wholesalers carry flowers and plants
which are not grown in New England. Also, the wholesalers buy
flowers and plants from growers m New England who are not mem-
bers of the exchange. Since the exchange itself will not ship
flowers but is simply a marK.et where the retailers ana growers
meet and buy ana sell, the wholesalers sometimes buy in the
Boston maritet and then ship the proauce to retail florists at
* distant points m New England, Some of the wholesalers are
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located in the Boston Flower Excinting^e builCing, but they hbv^
nothing to do with the flower market. They simply rent out the
space. The other wholesalers rent stores ana buildings as
close as possible to the martcet so the wholesale flower district
is centered closely arouna the exchange on Trement Street,
Another type of wholesaler is the "trucKiuan". This
middleman buys flowers and plants from the marKet and sells them
to the retailers. His chief function is supplying; retailers
who live at distant points from the Boston or mam marKet.
These retailers find it inconvenient to buy at the market them-
selves, and dlsllKe buying by phone, as they llKe to see the
produce before purchasing. The truckman goes around to these
retailers carrying a supply of flowers ana plants which cater
to the particular needs of this group. Some of the truckmen
specialize m only certain types of produce and sometimes the
retailers taKe advantai^e of this and supplement their regular
buymt, with the trucKmem's merchanaise. A good example of this
is the purchase of produce such as rocK gardens and Mmg trees.
In this case, the truckmen buy the plants, etc., from the
growers, assemble the garaens (acting as producer here) and
then sell the finished article to the retailer.
in some cases, the city florist purchases from the
truckmen as well as the florists who have their shops some ais-
.tance away from the mam martet area, who also buy from the
,
truckmen.
iJ
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Finally, there is tirie g,rower who acts as inis own
midcleinan ana sells directly to the retailer. These men do not
Sell throue;h the martcet but instead prefer to sell their pro-
duce directly to the retail florist, kany times they luaKe con-
tracts with the retfailers for seales for the coming; year, how-
ever the Yolume of sales contractea in this manner is small in
comparison to the sales contractea throufe>h the Boston Exchanfe,e.
These growers feel that by tcnowinti just what they can sell, they
stablize distribution and can therefore stablize .tneir proauc-
tion. In this wfciy» t,hey can avoid the worries of having to sell
on a "glutted** raarktet ana they Know that their output will be
sold at a certain price. They avoid the losses of spoilage and
poor prices that sometimes occur on the main marttet. They also
feel that they are st;Ving, the coramissions they have to give when
they Sell on consignment m the marKet to the commission merchants.
in contacting the retailers, the grower generislly uses
a man who is a combination salesman-driver. This ariver goes
arouna to the retailers in a trucK, trna sells the grower's pro-
duce. This salesman-driver differs from the trucKman (see p. 14)
in that the tructcmcin is a midaleman who buys produce from tne
market and resells them to retailers, while the grower's driver
handles only the grower's merchandise and sells airectly to the
retailer. Sometimes, these growers who sell direct, have a
mailing list of retailers ana contact them through this meaium.
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In aaaition, the growers ao.vertise in two trtae iufa£,azines, "^Tlne
Florist ExchaniaC" and the •Florist Review,"
Mtiny times, it is the retailer who maKes the contact,
and. he goes to the grower's greenhouses and buys directly
from the grower. This practice is especially important just
before flower holidt.ys. However, many growers ao not liite
this practice, and will only sell to retailers on a year
around contract basis, When it comes to nev/ floral retailers,
It IS found that the retailer generally raatces contact with
the grower. The florist hears of the grower through soiao
trade advertising, but more frequently through word of mouth
m the inaustry. Most growers are not anxious to do business
with the new retailers until they are established. The growers
are fearful of credit losses with these new, untried concerns.
To help this situation souiewhat, these growers who
sell direct, belong to the same credit organization which is
used by the grov^ers in the mari^et. It is the "New England
Credit Association " which "blacK lists" any retailer who ae-
faults m payment of his bills to the growers.
The raarteting of flowers, however, seems to be such
that discourages the direct sale of the merchandise in more
instances. In the first place, it is obvious that the elim-
ination of the midaleman, in this case, the commission iner-
. chant m the martet, does not eliminate his function. The
i
grower has to spend his time aeveloping the retail contacts,'
maKing the contracts, etc., so what he saves in the comiflis-
slons, he probably loses in the using of his own time which
could, probably be spent, m most instances, more profitably
in actual grov/in^;. Also, most retailers do not liKe to tie
themselves down by contract m buying. They prefer to go to
the market where there is a wiue variety of flowers to choose
from. Not only is there a lare,e variety of types of flowers
available, but the retailer is m the hope of getting the
best possible price. The retailer feels that he can j£,et a
lower price when he plays the martiet than when he sticKs to
one grower. However, we find some retailers who prefer to pay
a certain set price all year arouna. These florists are con-
tent to pay 50 for a carnation auring flower holiQays ajia
liiiewise pay the same price auring the poor seasons.
The large majority of retailers, however, seem to
prefer to play the market ana although they will pay 15 or
20(2 for a carnation on a flower holiday, they pay only 2 or
30 for the carnation during the many periods when the aemana
is not so high. It is their contention, that in following
the marKet, they find it cheaper in the long run, rather than
tying themselves down to one grower and one price for this
merchandise.
Finally, many growers only grow and have for sale,'

sfflfcll fciinount of proauce of one particular flower. By itself,
this one flower is of little use to ttie average retailer. By
sel^mfe, m tirie market, however, along with other varieties,
the .^rovver can easily sell, ana the retailer can i^et a suf-
ficient supply of all his flower needs. The few growers who
ao sell airect who have been very successful, are very lar^o
growers who specialize m one specialty. Pierson of Cromwell,
Conn,, and Thomas Young Nursery's (Orchids) are notable ex-
amples who have found direct selling to retailers worth while.
From a national standpoint, there are some growers
who will supply wholesalers in different parts of the country,
A few even supply retailers if their orders are lar^e enough
or often enough to matce it worth while for the grower. They
ship the produce by train, ana more recently, by air to aif-
ferent sections of the country. These growers, however, are
small m number and m sales volume as compared with the local
growers who supply only their own locality. For exaiuple,
although some of the produce grown in New England is shipped
to other sections of the country, by far the large majority
of the flowers ana plants proauced in New England are sold
and used in this area, (1)
(1) Statement by Wiliitim Keene, kanager of the Boston Flower
Exchange, Inc, , in a lecture to the Rittner School of
Floral Design, September, 1948,
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ffiiolesfcile Distribution UethocLs
The metnoas of distribution have been treatea to some
extent in the above section, but to complete this topic It is
necessary to mention some aetail of the large city markets. In
the flower exchange, tile retailers buy on tlrie open maricet and
cart ttie merchandise away with them. Also, when they buy from
the wnolesale houses, it is again the retailers who taice the
initiative, do the buying, and taking the merchanaise with them.
The truckman hanales specialties ana delivers the proauce to
the retailer* s shop m much the same manner as the local milit-
man. When the grower sells directly, tie is generally respon-
sible for tine transportation of the produce to the retailer's
shop.
When we come to the small city or the town mariiet, we
find a slightly different setup. The small town florist has a
number of ways in which He can get his produce. He can come in
to the regional flower market. In New England, the marKet is in
Boston, in some cases, If he Knows an individual commission
merchant m the raarset, he can buy through this maividual by tel-
ephoning him. The retailer can get produce by telephoning, one of
the wholesale houses ana get the merchandise from him. In New
Englana most of tiie wholesalers are m Boston, but there are some
adcitional smaller wholesale houses in cities the size of provi-
dence. The small town florist may get some of his flowers di-
rectly from the growers, when contracts are setup as mentionea
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previously. A recent issue of the Florist ExcHtmse ma^fctzme
^
haa an editorial on tine passing of the "local" grower. By
"local" grower was raeaii't that, until recently, local firms
who haa a given area uiorc or less "sewed up", without worry-
ing Very much about the problems of the v/holesalers and re-
tailers m that area. Fast express and air. delivery
,
however,
have brought significant changes m these areas and a special
situation now exists as a result as stoctc is now purchased by
the retailers in sucte areas on its merits, rather than on the
basis of Its origin.
In general, however, local sources of supply still
Very much predominate, encouragea probably by high perish-
ability, the need for prompt service, ana the irregular char-
acter of the demand for flowers which maKes long range plan-
ning difficult.
Mechanics of Wholesale Markets
The determination of the price on the wholesale level
is interesting, in theory, the Boston Flower Exchange is proua
of the fact that there is open setting of prices by the growers
and the commission merchants. The growers say that they do not
get together in aavance to "fix" the price, (1) In actual
practice, however, there is no need for them to get together as
(1) Statement by Wlllibm Keene, Manager of the Boston Flower
,
Exchange, Inc., in a lecture to the Rlttner School of
Floral Design, September, 1948,
Ii
by lon^ experience, the throwers ana " sfalesmen" seem to Know
Just what they can ^^et for their proauce. The *;rowers and
coDQiXJission merchants m the exchange juage the maricet con-
ditions, how much supply of their flower (of a certain quality
and color) is in the market ana how much buying is being done
that day. They set their price and generally the price set
by one grower for a certain type and grade of flower is the
same the whole market is getting for that flower. For exam-
ple, if one day short stem, red, roses are selling for lOiZ
each, and one grower is selling them for 80, the retailers all
start buying from him, and he icnows that he is selling too
low, so he raises his price to the standard marKet price.
Any retail florist will Touch for the fact of how very
remarkably the price is standardized all over the martet a
Very short tliiie after the market opens each morning at 7 A.M.
The growers raise their prices whenever they thinic they can
get more money for their proaucts, Thejjf theory is to charge
as much as the mariset will bear, Wtien the Coconut urove fire
tootc almost 600 lives here in Boston about ten years ago, the
growers ana comrnission merchants Knew that there would be a
great demand for funeral flowers and their prices actually
rose 100% over night, (1) prices aouble or even triple be-
fore flower holidays such as Easter, Mother»s Day, Christmas,
^1) Philip Rittner, of Rittner,the Florist , Boston, Mass,
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,etc. The growers try to ^et as lauclti as ttiey can for tineir
«
produce, but a point is reached when the retailer feels that
he can't buy at ttiat price, as he cannot resell the merchan-
dise and still raaKe a profit. Then he stops buyin^i or turns
to other types of flowers, which forces the grower to arop his
price, so that the retailer will buy. While each retailer
does not substitute with the same types of flowers, there is
enough substitution so that the substitutes are influential
in determining the price of the original flower. Therefore,
If carnations are substituted for roses, the price of the
carnations help determine the price of the roses. This sit-
uation is even more prevalent m the case where two flowers
loofcc similar to each other or can be made to looK similar by
floral designing. ( such as raaicing gladlola into glararaellias.
)
jinother thing that affects the price is that there
is little control of the supply of flowers coming into the
maricet every day. At times, the markcet flooas up with flowers
and then the price drops so that the growers can get ria of
the huge supply. In an effort to iseep the prices up, the
growers will sometimes hide the extra supply, Usually, how-
ever, the growers find that tney have to bring out the mer-
chandise and sell it in order to get rid of the perishable
produce.
The wholesale houses outsiGe of the m&rKet also act
as tnjther checis on the price. The produce grown out-of-state
I
IS usually sold, by the wholesalers for slightly oaure than the
flowers in the market. When the maritet price ^oes up too high,
however, the retail florists will leave the marKet and turn from
the New Englana grown produce, to the flowers carried by these
outsiae v/holesalers.
A steady increase in production because of better
methods and also an increase in the number of growers have
steaaily brought more and more flowers on the marfccet. The
raoaern horticulturist liKie his counterpart m at^riculture,
has become ever more efficient in his production. This pro-
duction has increased so much that sometimes there are sur-
pluses on the market. Some experts liice ALex Ltn^rie (see
Chapter VII) believe that prepaci^agin^ is the way to get rid
of these extra ^luts. Dun & Braastreet say that most of the
growers feel that the retailers have not been selling this
extra volume, ana many v/ould litie to have the retailers sell
in large quantities to get rid of these surpluses that some-
times occur.
At times, the growers and commission merchants de-
feat their ovv-n purpose by refusing to sell the produce cheap
enough so that the retailer can sell to the mass market at
fairly low prices. The grower wants to raise prices as high
as possible on holidays because he feels aemand is high at
such times and he wants to maKe enough to taKe care of the
perioQS of the year when the price and the demana is very low.
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Many growers feel that if they arop their prices or even hold,
them stiatiunary at periods of hi^^h deutina (lifccc on flower hol-
idays) the retail florists will want to Keep buym;^ cheaply and.
will expect low prices at all times. Whether their reasoning
IS correct or not, they feel that they will rum their taaricet
and price setup completely by Keepin^^ prices low at perioas of
high demand,
As a result, the growers hiae, or simply Keep some of
their produce off the martet to Keep the price up so that the
retailer has to pay very high prices for the merchandise before
the holiday. When this perishable merchandise that is being
saved starts to spoil or becomes second grade goods, the growers
either dump the produce, or sell it at greatly reduced prices
to the "street boys," Sometimes, the ^.rowers dump a lot of the
first grade merchandise on the market on the day of the flower
holiaay as they get panlc-stricKen that they are getting stucK
with too much merchandise (exa:iiple, May 30, 1949). 0" such oc-
casions, the retailers who have bought early to insure a cecent
supply, find that the marKet is giving the merchanaise away at
small prices. These retailers are stucK with their purchases
and they have to sell to the consumer at fairly high prices,
just to breaK even on their purchasing at the raarKet.
The policy of the throwers selling to the street boys
and dumping produce helps nQ-one but the street boys. The grower
gets little for the flowers as they are seconds, the retailer
j
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IS unable to sell to the mass oiaris^et, and if the consumer ^ets
*
cheap flowers, the produce is not really quality merchandise.
If the grower would control the supply of proauce a little more
carefully and if they woula sell all their flowers before hol-
icays fat a reasonable price to the retailers, ana if some re-
tailers were not so anxious to get all they can on flower hol-
laays, it ml^ht be possible to sell fresh, first rate merchan-
dise to the mass marKet,
On flower holidays, when there is a lar&e demand for
flowers, the consumer finds that he has to pay high prices m
order to get the proauce. Many become Wciry of florists ana
away with the feeling that "flowers are expensive". It is Tery
possible that if the retailer would be willing to limit his
profits on holidays, he coula increase the aemand somev/hat for
floral products during the rest of the ye^r. Not only that, but
even his holiday business might very well be increasea. Mother*
s
Day was originally a flower holiaay, but largely because of the
price situation, many people have turnea to candy ana gifts in-
stead of flowers on this holiday.
It is possible that if the grower, the commission man,
ana the retailer would get together ana consiaer a certain un-
iformity of price throughout the year, which woula enable the
grower to receive his share above costs and which woula enable
the retailer to sell regularly ana profitably without price
resistance on the part of the purchaser, everyone concerned
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Vould be benofltea. By this, ttw writer aoes not mefan one sc.t
price during the entire yec^r shoula be establishea, but b price
level shoula be wortced out that woulc be somewhat stable ana not
fluctuate wildly on different occasions. It is possible that
merchanaising; as well as prepac^iaging , and careful planning
woula taKe care of much of the surpluses so that this uniform
price deal mie;ht be worked out.
It IS of course true that prices must aajust to supply
and demand concitlons. What is sug^estea here is that by
leyellmg off some of the extreme fluctuations of price, the
total demana for flowers coula be increased. Instead of having
a short sighted policy of charging what the martcet will bear,
the overall plan would be to cut prices down somewhat auring
the holidays so as not to frighten off the consumer for the rest
of the yetr. From an economic standpoint, it would situply be a
policy of attempting to increase the yearly demand by some
uniformity of pricing.
At any rate, it would be very helpful to induce coop-
eration between the branches of the inaustry to maKe more people
buy more flov/ers throughout the year. Volume through price and
quality might be the answer. The huge Cfclifornian maricet has
tried this plan of cooperation to solve their mutual problems.
It has provea most successful and growers and retailers aliKe
boast that they are getting rid of their huge proauction and that
area has become the most prosperous lin the entire floral inaustry.
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CHAPTER TWO
RETAIL 5X0W]ia OUTLETS
Ttie clfft;ren^ types of flower outlets may be class-
ified (Qfany aifferent wbys. In tnis ph^ar, tne classification
is raaae by arbitrarily aiviainfe; the various outlets into four
main classifications. Tine first group is callea the city flor-
ist and unaer ttiis heading is mcluaea many types of florists
who are found m the Itrge and small cities throughout the
country. The second group is callea resicential which means
to Set asiae those florists who are found not only m resi-
Gentjal ana secondary shopping areas, but also m sccall towns
and on the highways. This classification is made because they
are sotue what similar m function as well as being aifferent
from the city florist. The third grouping is the grower-
retailer which is unique by itself. Finally, the fourth group
IS the cut-rate florist v/hich can be founa in any area and is
different because of its appeal ana the character of its aemand.
While the trt ae recognizes that there are different
types of retailers, practically all their literature and at-
tention IS given to the conventional floral designer. The
writer has consiaered this type of florist uncer the classifi-
cation of one of the city florists. The four way classifica-
tion of florists is the author's grouping. It is conceivable
that if ten florists maae their own classification, each
'grouping would be different, '
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A. Tfie City Florist
Tlriere are many types of city florists. Tine taost
numerous ana perhaps the one most oomuionly thoutilit of, when
one thintcs of a retail florist, is the conventional retail
florist aesi&ner. He is the so called "average" florist who
handles all phases of the retail flower business. Generally
he is of the highest type of floral aeslgner as he has become
sophisticated m his aesi^n worK due to the Voried ana many
types of design worK he is constantly callea upon to perform.
He has both a cash ana carry business froiii mciaental purch-
asers as well as a substantial telephone order business.
His raaricct is thbt of the city ana the surrounamg
territory due to his location which is m the heart of the
city. Many of these retail floral designers cover a business
area of from ton to fifteen miles of their actual location.
This type of florist gets some resiaental trace, but much of
his business comes from the industrial and business houses m
the city. The conventional floral designer fmas that his lo-
cation IS valuable for getting transient trade of shoppers, and
ordinary walking traffic. The city florist of this type finds
that he must provide the usual services of credit axid delivery.
When possible, alliea items such as pottery and art novelties
are carried.
As far as his location is concernea, the conventional
•designer is generally found in the high rent areas. Because of
this he IS frequently handicapped due to a lact of space in his
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Shop, ana poor parlsing fticilitlcs are available. His aisplays
however are quite ituportant aue to the hi£j,h volume of tralTic
that must be arrested when passmj-i the shop. His location is
extremely important to him as he aesires to be in areas of high
traffic count. After he is established for a number of years,
he gets a good deal of his business from telephone orcers, but
he still wants the transient traae not only for immeaiate
sales but also to get new customers so that eventually they too,
will become telephone customers. Future chapters of this paper
will be mostly concerned with this typo of retailer as he is
the most typical (1) ana the type with which the author is most
closely acquainted.
Aiother type of city florist is the hotel florist.
While It IS difficult to generalize for any group, as each
case and each maiviaual enterprise is a problem in itself, it
is probably correct to say that most hotel florists are spec-
ialists in corsages ana vase arrangements. Sometimes they ao
some hall decorations, but this is not an everyday occurance.
The hours of wortt are usually m the evening as well as m the
late afternoon; as while some are open all day, it is the even-
ing business which constitutes most of their selling volume.
The marttet is generally directed to that of corsages or cut
(1) Every trade paper, floral organization, aesign school,
trade show, and floral association are directed mainly
,
to this type of florist.
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•flowers for women. Sometimes there is impulse buying, of flov/ers
anc. corsages, fanci at times, his mercrianoise tven becomes that
of a convenience ^ooci (when flowers are neecec and have been
forgotten, so they are purchased the last minute). Ah expert
sales person is even more valuable here than a ^ood floral
deEl^ner although, of course, both are desired in one person,
if possible. This type of florist generally gets a hik,h
mariiup due to his unique position and location in the hotel.
Sometimes, his shop (or stall) extenas not only in
the hotel, but also he has an outlet to the street. Mo^e fre-
quently, however, his location is limittd to the hotel lobby
with no outlet to the street. The value of his location ae-
pends on the location ario rating of the notel. Obviously, the
better the hotel, the better the location of the florist m
that hotel.
The next type of city florist, is the transient flor-
ist. He IS somewhat similar to the hotel florist m that he
sells mostly cut flowers and corBak,es, He generally does little
or no desit^n wort. His hours are sometimes twenty-four hours
a day, which maKes it necessary to have two or more shifts of
employees. He is located in subv/ay and elevator stations, in
railway stations, m bus terminals, at ocean piers, and at
airports. His mariiet is almost entirely to the transients
passiOi^ by on their way travelling, somewhere. It sometimes
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varies however, depenciing upon the type ox traveller and the
raethoc of transportation he is usint>, Por example, at airports
It IS mostly corsai^e worii while coiniriuters at trtm stations
buy cut flowers ana plants. Other rfcilrobd travelers who are
^omg some distance often buy flower ^if'is, and the subway
florist finas most of his sales are maae by selling, cheap, cut-
rate flowers. Location is very i;aportant as practically all
of his business comes from the transients passing, his location.
Transient florist's locations are very difficult to obtain. A
good example of this is that two years before the new Boston air-
port opened, over twenty five florists had applied for the location.
The final type of city florist is that which operates
a concession. This type of florist e^eneralxy has some other or-
ganization lease him out space in thtir location and ofteii most
customers feel that the florist is a real part of the lar^^er com-
pany. Ho gams the advantages of having the prestit^e of the
larger organization's name, bs well as obtainiht^, the services
of credit tnd collection of the lark,er company. The florist's
mfain disaavantage is that he must closely follow all the rules
ana regulations passea on to him by the larger company, fcna that
he runs the risK; of being thrown out and losing his concession
at the whim of the management v/hen his lease expires. The con-
cessioner IS usually located m 5 & 10 cent stores, m large
departuient stores, at flower shows, in night clubs, ana m hos-
pltals. His rent is sometimes on a fixed amount, but more
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qften it is bbsea on a certfain peroenLfcici,e of e^ross sales. That
IS to say irie jjays the Ib^r^tir organization a certain percenta«;e
of nis gross sales.
Kis inarttet is mostly to people who come into the store
with other purposes m mma than buyini^, flowers. One exception
to this IS the florist in some o.epartment stores who are located
near the bricifal shop anc. v/ho cattrrs to briatil flowers. In laost
instances, however, the florist sells cut flowers ana plants, and
novelties and does little design worii. His location is choice in
that ne is m a larger establishment and he gets tne advantage
of the larger organization's narno as well as the large traffic.
However, by the st_iie toKen, his location (of tne leased depart-
ment) msice the bigger store is often times not the best pos-
sible one. Department stores especially, prefer to assign the
really good locations msiae tdeir building to the aepartments
that will yiela the best possible profit for the space assignea.
Since the flower shop concession may only be a contributing
department (contributing toward the overhead only), it will be
locatea in a less valuable space.
B. The Residential glorist
The secona mam classification of florists, is that
of the resiGential florist. This category Is again broicen down
into a number of different types under this heaamg.
Two of these types which are quite similar are the

secondciry shopping fcrea florist tma the small town florist, .
The chief advttntae;e of these two types is that tney are con-
veniently locateG to the nearby resiaents. The success of
these two types aepenas a ^reat Geal on the y;ooCL will ana con-
fiaonce of the florist's customers. This confiaence is gen-
erally built up after years of personal, friendly, ana cour-
teous service. These two types of shops are somewhat similar
to the conventional florist designer except they are not quite
so sophisticated in their desijf,n workc. However they are cap-
able and ao handle all types of design worK from wedam^ dec-
orations, to funeral aisplays.
Because these florists are m a cheaper rent area,
they can have larger shops, some of which are more elaborate
than the conventional city florist. Also, because they gen-
erally have more space, they very often carry many allied items
of vases, gifts, greeting caras, seeds, etc. These florists
have followed the trend toward suburbanization and many find
that they have less competition in these secondary shopping
areas and small towns than m the larger cities where compe-
tition IS very iieen. The marKet is chiefly to the neighbors
living m the vicinity of three or four miles from the shop.
There is generally a big credit business and the personal
relationship with the customers is very important.
Some florists in small towns fina that they have to ,
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live in ttiat town •ana be a tiieiiiber of ttie community in oraer
to stfciy in business. They find thf t tney must tictiveiy par-
'
ticipatc as oieuibers in the local afl'airs and clubs in oraer
ttiat they be thout;ht of as uieinbers of the coraraunity and then
^et the group •s patronage, Soiue of these suburban ana small
town florists have small greenhouses which they use for display
purposes, Ivlany times these small greenhouses are there only to
give the customer the impression that all the stocK is freshly
grown on the premises, whereas much of the perishable merch-
andise is factually purchasea from other sources.
The location of these shops, where possible, is found
in the seondary shopping area or on tne mam street of the sec-
tion or town. However, since competition isn't very Keen, and
since the personal element is so important here, some are locatod
on side streets and seem to manage to stay in business, in a
satisfactory manner, Jsn extreme of this, is one florist who
merely has a sign in front of her house which states that she
IS a floral designer. In this case, her-location is very poor
and yet, because this woman has a number of friends ana belongs
to a number of organizations, she is moderately successful. This
type of florist is dying out however, as trade associations
will not accept them for membersnip, ana many consumers now
Seem to llKe a little "glamour" to go with their flower buying.
It may still be possible however for some florists to "maiie a
living" in this manner.

Another t,yjje oi" resiaentitil florist is tln« hlgii-
,
way florist. This sort oi" enterprise is mostly on a cash ana
carry basis. He sells cut flowers ana plants ana aoes little
display worK. His merchandising consists mostly of selxmg
largo quantities at cheap prices getting a very quictc ana
high turnover. His market is almost entirely to tne tran-
sient autos on the highway.
The flowers and plants are stacKea out next to tne
road and impulse brings m a large amount of the customers.
The location problem here is to get on a gooa highway which
has a high traffic count of automobiles. Sometimes, this type
of florist locates near a town with the idea of pulling some
trade from the town itself as well as the highway. (1)
^so, at times, the hii^hway florist is located not
far from a cemetery which aaas to his s; les volume especially
at Christmas for baskets ana Memorial JDay wreaths, as well
as funeral baskets during tae year, on all flower hoxidays,
the highway florist aoes very well as many people seem to
lilie to purchase holldtiy flowers ana.plttnts at cheaper prices,
the customer paying cash and carrying it away himself.
Still another type is the supermarket. While it is
only in isolated cases that supermarkets have done a partic-
(1) Simoni,the ?lorist, Norwood, Mass.
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ylarly good Job in selling flowers, the fact tnat more are be-
coming interested in the proposition is worth noting. (1) At
a recent convention of supermarKet operators it was founa that
one percent of the markets now have a peroianent flower depart-
ment and a large aiuount of the oethers are seriously looKing
into the field. (2) '*Vhile only this small percentae>e have per-
manent installations, a large number carry specials on flowers
and plants at clearance prices as well as being active with Me-
morial wreaths and Christmas produce at special prices. ^DUper-
naarKets are still m the experimental stage when it comes to
flowers but they bear watchintj as supermarket operators are, as
a group among the most progressive mercnandi sers in the country.
Supermarkets seem to be interested in promoting the
pre-pac.£ aging development (see Chapter Seven). The mam aavan-
tages of the supermarket according to Alex Laurie of Ohio State
University is that they have heavy store traffic axid almost aaily
contact v/ith consumers. They have a low markup, ana they strive
to give low prices, due to the minimum of services tney offer.
Prof. Laurie makes the observation that super markets have the
disadvantage of having a lack of flexibility m pricing ana in
price changing. There Is usually a lack of knowledge of flowers
on the part of the store personnel, ^'inally, the buying
(1) Editorial m "The florist Exchange", June 11, 1949
(^) Ibid

f)sycholosy of sup er-ra arteet shoppers is not conducive to luxury
spending. Many times tuis class of shoppers do not refclizo or
appreciate a bargain in flowers. To obtain any volume, the
selimi-, price must be held down to a bare minimum, and even
then It probably will taice some time to get the housewife to
buy flowers along with vegetables tna fruits. On flower noi-
Idays, however, the supermarkets go very well ana have a large
volume of sales, as a general rule. Again, as in the case of
the highway florist, some people aesire to do without the ser-
vices of credit and delivery, ajaa insteac. get cheaper prices
when purchasing their flowers ana plants. The supermartcet
florist isnows little about floral designing and in some cases
even Knows little about the proper care of his stocK. It is
strictly a cut-rate appeal and by buying gluts on the marKot
ana cheaper quality goods, as well as eliminating some service^
he IS able to sell merchandise at cut-rate prices.
The market is to the bargain hunter type of indi-
vidual, and mostly to housewives. It is the type of individ-
ual who usually does not buy flowers as she is not aware of
them or cannot afford them. This market might become very val-
uable m the future especially if housewives can be convmcea
that It IS "smart" to buy flowers ana have them m their homes.
When It comes to the location of florists in super-
martcets, it is somewhat similar to concessions m aepartment
stores. The florist m the supermarite t usually gets the

smttller, less favorbble locbtions. Some mi^tiZ question the
bcvisability of this, bs they feel that the housewife will
buy the vegetables ana fruits anyway, so why not put the
flowers m an iiapulse position litie the ctinciy counter in the
5 & 10<2 stores, possibly the reason for the poorer locations
IS again, the contribution theory, perhaps the markets have
founa that the more valuable space should. «;o to aepartiuents
that are more profitable to the supermfcritet than flowers are
to the raartcet at the present time. The supermarKets them-
selves are commonly located, in or near aowntown or secondary
shopping areas where parKing space is available. (1)
C« Grower-Retailer Florist
This third classification is a rather unique one.
Most of these organizations started out by being primarilly
growers. As sort of a side line, they started doing some re-
tall business too. liiany of them remain m this position of
really being growers and doing a little retail business on the
side. Sometimes they c.o not even have display rooms but carry
on any retail transactions in the potting and wrapping room.
This type of florist consiQers himself a grower and his primary
interest is the growing end of the business such as Everett-
Rogers of Roslmdale, Mass.
(1) Duncan & Phillips, Retailing Principles & Llethoas (Chicago
Richara D. Irv/in, Inc. ,1947) p.27~

Otiicrr growers found retfcilirigi, to their lining bncl
evtn more profitable than their ^.rowing of flowers. These
florists have in reality become retaiiers priojarily , and give
their greenhouses only secondary business consideration. They
give the customers the impression that everything is grown on
the premises, but of course, they have to supplement their
stocKs with specialties which they do not g^row.
Some of these growers have become very efficient re-
tailers, as well as being very artful designers. An example of
this type is Curaraings of Woburn and Winchester, Mass. Some of
the market is residential, while some of it mie^ht come from the
highway, o.epenamg on the location. The main selling point is
usually the idea of the strictly fresh, lasting, flowers as. they
are grown on the location. The grower-retailer is also a ae-
signer, as well as catering to the plants ana cut flowers. The
location of this type of florist is usually out m the country
where there is lots of room. Sometimes they are near towns or
resiaential sections, or on highways, but often they have poor
locations due to the fact that they need a large amount of room
for the greenhouses.
D. The Cut-Rate Florist
This type of florist cannot really be classified under
any other heading as he is found in the city, and m many cases,
iin secondary shopping areas and in the country. This is the cut-
ji
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rate type of florist. Frequently he is found m Iht^q cities
m the form of street boys. In this cttse he is a peaoler who
buys up the second rate merchandise and sells cut flowers and
corsages. He is soiueti.iies icnown as a street hawKer. His mar-
tcet includes bargain hunters, soiue of the theater crowd, and sorao
people who buy on impulse, thinKing, they are getting fairly
good merchandise.
Street boys are sometimes founa at athletic events such
as football games. The writer attenaea a raid-western college
during the Pall of 1948, ana the street boys in this small college
town aia a large volume uf business during the football season.
Every Saturday, when a football game was held, they would sell
chrysanthemums with ribbons to the football crowd. A conserva-
tive estimate woula be that about 10% of the 30,000 people who
attendea each game wore one of these "corsfc^^es" which retailea
fat from one dollar to a aoliar ana a half.
The location of the hawser is anywhere that there is
fa large amount of traffiCk They cover shopping areai^uring the
aay, theaters in the evening, football games, subway exits,
entrances of department stores, and even in front of cafe and
bar rooms.
The other cut rate type of florist is the one that
IS primarily a promotional store that selxs only flowers and
.plants, (and a few related items.) Their merchanaismg is
similar to that of Raymonds' of Boston, price is the big
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Newsptiper Ad of
Ld' s ,K2^nsf s City
FLOWERS BY THE
THOUSANDS!
AND AT PRICES F.VERYONE
CAN AFFORD!
JUST A FEW SUGGESTIONS
FOR TODAY . . .
FRESH CUT, FRAGRANT
SWEET PEAS
2 DOZEN 50'
FRESH CUT TABLE
ROSES and
CARNATIONS
FULL
DOZEN $1
FRESH CUT SPRING
JONQUILS
2 DOZEN 25"
EXTRA FANCY DARWIN
TULIPS
FULL
DOZEN
LOVELY, FRESH, FRAGRANT
GARDENIAS.
FLOWERS nrn
OF LOVE ^3
BEGS TO SERVE YOU TODAY
AND EVERY DAY 'Til
MIDNITE!
• 13TH & MAIN
• »1ST & GILLHAM RD.
. (Figure Two)
appeal combined with lots of excitement
ana snowiuansnip. The best example of this
type of organization is "Eq's" of Kansas
City, Missouri. "Ed's" has two stores, one
of which is aowntown ana the other is up-
town m Kansas City. The painting of the
stores, the signs and banners in the win-
dows, and the stactcing ana display of the
merchandise gives the stores a aistmct pr©-
motional flavor.
Pigure Two is a good exaiaple of
one of their newspaper advertisements. This
ad was taicen from the Kansas City Star jUst
before Easter, 1949. As the ad indicates,
the whole plan of the shops is basea on the
price appeal.
Ed's has a very nice business and
his volume of sales is especially good aur-
ing fljwer holiaays. It is interesting to
note, however, that although Ed's also ad-
vertises for funeral wortc by putting small
ads m the paper next to the aeath column,
the volume of sales he gets from this source
seems to be rather smt^ll, in comparison to
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his cut flowers fafici plfants sola on a price basis, (accoraing^
to a conversation of tne writer witn an employee of Eci's,Dec,
24, 1948). It may be tnat Ea's is tracing aown by his promo-
tional appeal ana when consumers want design wortt of a con-
servative nature, they prefer to go to the regular convention-
al floral aeslgner. At any rate, EcL's is typical of the small
class of florists who operate on a cut-rate appeal. From all
superficial observations, EcL's seems to' be aomg very well jud-
ging from the traffic m his stores tnd from the fact thtit he
IS now operating two establishments on this price appeal basis.
It might be well at this point to mention some ad-
ditional factors of importance in cetermining suitable loca-
tions for flower shops. From this point on, we ore mainly
concerned with the conventional floral aesie,ner although much
of this aiscussion might also be appliea to the promotional
cut-rate shops ts well as some resiaential florists.
Location is an important factor affecting success m
the flower business. The shop should be situated in an area
conveniently accessible to people who can afford to buy flowers
and who use them as expressions of sympathy or affection for
many occasions. The ideal location is one that is nearest to the
greatest number of these people who are least aaequ^ tely served
by existing facilities. Obvioasly, the value of the location
depenas on the methods usea to obtain business, ana if the shop
I
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is in trie florist's liomt:, business bein^ obtoinea entirely .
from an esttbll sheci clientele, the location is of little Vflue.
But speatcmg generally, tne location problem is of great iiu-
portance. First m determine what city or town to locate m,
the following factors should be consiaerea; (1)
"Number, type, and character of industries within the city
and the surroundinti trading area.
Number of potential custodiers within the city and the sur-
rounding traamg area and the trend m the nutaber of
customers.
Buying habits of potential customers within the city and
surrounding trading area.
Dispersion of wealth among the population.
Purchasing power of the population.
Nature and strength of competitors as relatea to the econ-
omic neea for a store of the type unaer consiueration.
State ana local legislation m the form of laws, licenses,
and taxes.
Banecmg and credit facilities available.
Advertising media available ana the circulation of these
meaia.
Strenth and prevalence of traae unions (of little impor-
tance so far m retail flower shops)
.
Location of wholes^lers. .. Transportation facilities."
All of these factors are more or less self-explanatory
except some question might be raised as to how one determines if
there IS an "economic need" for t fluwer shop, or the need for
another flower shop If several are already there m the city or
town. The United States Chamber of Commerce made a study of eleven
cities based on data supplied by the United States Bureau of the
(1) Duncan & Phillips, Retailing Principles & Methods (Chicago:
Richard D, Irwm, Inc,
,
1947) p. 101-102.
I
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Census. They set up h chart which could, be used for cities m
aeterraining how many flower shops coula be supportea or econom-
ically justified m one area. It was tneir conclusion tHat a
florist neeced 6,665 people or to sttitc it in another way, 1.50
flower shops for every 10,000 people in the city, (1)
In other words, if tnere were 66,000 people living; in
a smtll city, a new florist would itnow that other thint^s being
equal, that city coula support about ten flower snops. If there
were only three or four shops in that city, the florist would,
probably be all ri«;ht m o-penin^i, another shop, but if there were
alretdy nine or ten snops, the florist should be rather cautious
m starting another shop as there might not be room enough for
another shop to do well.
When It comes to choosing a site WL thin the city or
town, another series of problems become eviQent. (2)
"Estimated volume of business that can be done on the site..
Prospective customers* buying, habits..
Kind, aiaount, and distribution of customer traffic...
Nearness to competitors and other types of retail stores.
Accessibility of site to prospective customers.
Availability of the site.
Site characteristics detrimental to retail outlets."
Traffic counts are of questionable value m that some
of the business does not come off the street, bu% rather through
(1) "Picicing fa Location for a Small Business" (published by the
State of New YorK ,Dept.of Commerce) p.
7
(2) Duncan & Phillips, Retailing Principles & MethoQS (Chicago;
Rlchara 1). Irwm , Inc. ,1947 ) p. 105-106.
I
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contfacts, telephone traae, and. the iiKe. Plowever, Llney fare
h starting point in determining tne amount of impulse buying
(off tne Street) one mignt expect. The value of a gouci lo-
cation IS not only to get impulse purchasing, but ratner by
having an attractive location ana layout, with a hi^h visi-
bility from the street, to Keep the prospects aware of your
shop so that when they neea a florist, they will nave you in
mind. At present, the valuable part of the business aoes not
come from the purchase of a plant novelty or the bunch of sweet
peas for 750, but rather in the customer who constantly sees that
the florist is available (through his convenient location) ana
comes to him with the 325 funeral order.
Mr. Emerson points out that corner locations are pre-
ferred and theaters ana stores handling luxury items are good
neighbors for a flower shop. Also, Decause flowers are subject
to damage by sunlight, a location on the side of the street which
has the shaae the greater part of the aay would be better unless
local preferences raaKe people shop on tne sunny side.
Finally, the site selectea should bring m a large
enough volume of sales to pay the rent aemanaed for tnat lo-
cation.
(1) James p. Emerson, Establishing and Operating a flower Shop,
(U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.) p. 1^
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CHAPTER THREE
CHARACTER OP THE DEJ^AIvID FOR FLOWERS
A« Survey of Xtia deujana
Tile latest reliable survey taKen on the dernana for
flowers was made by tine >^rant Advertisia^,, inc. , Chlcatio , unaer
ttie direction of the Sales Department of tHe Florist* s Tele-
graph Delivery Association. (1) This survey was taiien m ten
cities (New YorK
,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Detroit,
Chicago, Miami, Dallas, Hollywooa, and Seattle.) A total of
8,938 persons including 4407 men ana 4531 women were interviewed.
The survey is probably fos reliable as can be found anywhere m
the industry as the FTD ort,anization has a reputation for t^et-
tmg accurate information of this nature, so much so thtt the
government relies on their figures for governmental reports
and surveys. The survey might be biasea m favor of wiring
flowers as that is one of the main objectives of the FTD organ-
ization. The results of this survey gives some insight into
the demand for flowers m this country.
Just over half, 31,6-^ of those interviewea, have sent
flowers by wire at least once, while 48,4^ have never done so.
This incicates thtt there may be room for expansion of the use
of this service. There has been consiaerable emphasis m some of
the traae circles on the importance of eaucatmg the consumer
to consider flowers as something to buy for every day, and not
• «
(1) "Survey Sineas Light on Buying of Flowers", Florists' Tele-
graph Delivery News, January, 1949.
I
4.7
just for special occasions. This survey pointea tnis out as
44. 2> of those questioned said ttiey bought flowers for special
occasions, while 31. 5)^ said they buy theai several ti^.es yearly.
Only 12, A% buy them once a month, and only 2,5% of these people
interviewed buy flowers once a weeK, 5.4> of tnose interviewed
never buy flowers at all. The following breakdown was observea
when tae people were asiced for what occasions tlricy sent flowers
by wire. ( telegraphi ig the flower oraer to a florist m anotrier
city.
)
Funerals 50 % Other Special occasions 2.9 %
Birthaays 26 Gifts 2.5
Mothers' Day 17.8 For all special occasions 1.8
Anniversaries 15.1 Gradu ation 1.6
Weadin«;s 10.2 Births 1.5
Illness 9.5 Social Engagements .5
Easter 6.3 Congratulations .3
Christmas 4.1 Lecorations .1
Other Holidays 3.8 %
The computation of these percentages are based on the
number of persons who tiaa sent flowers by wire. Since some m-
diviauals mentioned more than one occasion for sending flowers,
the total is more than 100;;6.
When asted about the cost of flowers, the following
resulted: The people considered the cost of flowers
Moderate
^
26.5'^
High 31,2
Exorbitant 12.9
Don't isnow 9.4
This seems to inaicate that people thinK that the
'florist is charging nigh prices for their merchanaise.
ii
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Possibly, the luost significant finaint^s of tnis survey was
trie fact tnat only 2.5/« of the people, buy once or more a weeb:
and 44.2;^ of the people buy only for Si^ecial occasions. It
seems to inaicate a treiiienaous fiela for expansion by the flor-
ists m changing the present public's habits of buying only for
special occasions to that of more frequent buying and giving of
flowers for everyday use.
A small survey taicen by the writer ana other stuaents
at Boston University durint^ April 1949
,
seems to follow the same
trend. This stuaent survey was however, limitea because the
real purpose of the survey v/as to learn how to mafcce surveys.
The interviewing was aono by six students whose in-
structions were to give the questionaire to the interviewee and
iDttiie no comments unless the interviewer was asKed a question; at
which time, the question would be answered m such a way so as not
to bias the answer. It is probably safe to say that every ques-
tionaire represented an actual interview because the interviewers
involved were sincerely interested in the project and each inai-
viaual aid get actual interviews.
The main limitation of the survey hinges on the pro-
portionality of the sample. IL was believea that if etch inter-
viewer distributee questionaires m their own locality, a ran-
dom sample would be obtained of the city of Boston because the
,£ix interviewers lived m different geographical and social-
«
economic areas of the city. While m a general way this raig,ht
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be true, it certainly was not tne best scientific (uetnoa of '
Qeterminin,^ every significant class ana whetner each class was
representea m the same proportion as it exists m the universe.
While there may be some margin of error, therefore,
the sample was probably good enough to give some general trenas.
The survey, mcidently , correlated closely with the accurate
survey of the Grant Advertising Agency (see p. 46) as well as
that of the Florist Exchange which follows shortly. Briefly, the
findings were as follows: ( questionaire used is on p. 50)
It was found that approximately 83;^ of the people in-
terviewed (approximately 100 men ana women in survey) had pur-
chased flowers at least once aurmg the past year. About Ab%
bought flowers for special occasions, about 32% for holidays,
leaving approximately 22}i for purchasing for the home, or misc-
ellaneous purchasing. Here again, the indication was that at
present, people buy flowers mostly for special occasions or for
flower holidays, doing only limited buying for the home, or Just
buying flowers for no predetermined reason. Consumers admitted
purchasing flowers from florists, grocery stores (chain stores),
and street hawKers, although bought more often from flower
shops than any other outlet. Over 62% of the people interviewed
saia that they had bought absolutely no flowers for their home
durinvj, the past year or had never bought flov/ers at all for their
•home. Also, 75% saia tney never bought flowers to bring to •
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY Date
MARKET RESEARCH PROJECT Interviewer.
1
Name Occupation
Address Sex
1. When was the last time you purchased flowers?
2. For what purpose or occasion?"\ MoItJ^y
3. Where have you ever purchased flowers? (Check one)
a. Florist shop
b. Grocery store .
c. Streetcorner hawker ^J..
d. Other
4. From which of the above have you purchased most often? ^ ^-^^ 3
5. How much have you spent on flowers:
a. In the past month
b. In the past six months •
c. In the past year z-u)**'^'/
6. How often do you purchase flowers to brighten your own home?y^^^^yr
7. a.Is it customary for you to bring flowers when visiting friends or relatives?
b.Do others bring flowers to your home when calling? V** ^
8. Why don't you buy flowers more frequently? sr-
1. »»»7f»p*»»"^^/'.t*>i^J*ii-t* •^Tf,
3 • ••••••ll' 0» • • • • • • • • ^*^S\
9. Do you have your own flower garden?
10. Did you attend the recent flower show?
/ / 0.1. 't- /
1. a. Would you like to have flowers in your home? ^-3
b. If not, why not..."7... hi& lAJ^n-h .
2. What type of flowers do you prefer. List five:
1. ..i^fi^^~J.. o\)\\ :i
2. 'Yulhps
5.
3. Would you like flowers delivered to your home frequently and automatically...
on the same idea as the Book of The Ifonth Club? V"*^
4. HOW often: Weekly H.. 0~*'^«««i_
Every two weeks
Monthly..... ^ ^
, .
^
5. Keeping in mind what you pay for"^<:^nd$^/i)ooks, etc., what would you consider
paying for such service. f / a ~ J f. 9f 2-
1-7.1j iq + ov^r ^
II
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frienas ana reihtives, winen visit.in«,. When asKed wtiy tiney
did not buy flowers more frequently, over b2% of those ques-
tioned saic that the flowers were too expensive. Eighteen 56
saiu they haa no occasion to buy while 12% saia they die not
thini^ of It.
This iDig;ht very well indicate that eaucation by the
florist to the consuiiier (ui^nt maKe him thinK of buying more often
as well as to get him to purchase even when the consumer haa
"no occasion". possible more important as to trie actual ex-
pense of flowers is the fact thtt a lar^ie portion of trie pop-
ulation thinic that flowers are expensive.
The real expense of an item has a xou ao with the
value a person places on the item. A person who buys a Cadillac
for a prestige symbol aoes not consider his purchase extrava-
gant. Perhaps flowers are expensive, but if people placed a
certain value on the flowers, maybe the expense woulan't seem
too great, it has been observed that when the consumer learns
that It taKes ten years to grow a first class orchid plant, he
IS more willing to pay five dollars for the blossom. No at-
tempt IS made here to Justify the retail prices of floral pro-
duce, but the writer is trying to point out that the expensive-
ness of a produce is tied up with the prestige worth and psychic
value that the consumer ana society places on that article.
In examining the aemand for flowers more carefully, it
IS interesting to note that seasonal factors affect the aeiiiand
i
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for flowers. In general, the winter season brings a cemana
for flowers tntt is hiijiier than in Line sumiiier, probably Itrt^ely
because durinti tno suminer, many flower buyers ^row their own
proauce and buy little from the retailers.
In examining!, the seasonal aemana, it is found that
during January, business is Guil except for New Year's. In
February, the cemand picKs up somewhat around Valentine's Day.
During March, business steaaily improves and the hig^h point of
the year is reached durin^; J\pril (when Easter falls m that
month.) Business is probably best from the period of Easter
until ana incluainti; Memorial Day at the ena of May, June is
a good month with the deiuand for flowers coming mainly for
weddings and graduations m addition to the regular business.
During July anc. August, the aemand arops, ajia the
retail business is at its lowest ebb. During Septemoer, the
demand starts to plctc up a little, and auring Octo^jer, bus-
iness becomes fairly good once again. November ana December
are very good months due to Christmas ana Ttaaniisgiving , but
the aemand generally does not reach that of the height of bus-
iness from Easter to Memorial Day.
On page 53, there is a chart that shows the monthly
sales volume of an "average" florist. The chart percentages
have been set up by the Unitea Film Service Company of 2449
Charlotte Street. , Kansas City, Missouri. The chart gives some
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Monthly Seles Volume for Average Florist m United. Stfctes
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(Figure Four)
indication of the fluctuating of sfales volume from month to month
by the so ctdiea bvera^ie florist. It is set up on a percentage
basis, the ^rll Scles being consiaered. as 100^, and. the other
sales volumes of the other months are shown m relation to this
^ril figure. Clearly the poor season (with little aemana) is
during July ana August wnen it is only approximately 40j^ that of
the high month of i^rll. These figures are estimates to the
nearest 10^ so are not to be considerea as completely accurate,
but are shown merely to indicate the trend of seasonal fluctuations.
No information is available as to the number of firms incluaed
in the survey or how the survey was taicen, but the chart can prob-
ably be accepteQ as a good indication of fluctuations, on a seasonal
basis,m the retail flov^er maustryJs volume of sales.
I1
k
A survey ox iity representative flower shops m this
country revetdec that froin sixty to sixty five % of the florist
»
sales were in funeral wort. It also revealea that from twenty
to twenty five % of sales were for special occasions, while
from ten to twenty percent of sales were for hospitals ana laisc-
ellfeineous buying. Only two to three percent of the consumers'
purchases v/ere for their ov;n hotae use, (1)
This survey is more or less consistent v/ith the ones
given previously m this paper. There is a strong maication
that there is a huge potential of sales available that the
florist has harcily tapped.. It is possible that emphasis of
flowers for everyaay use and for the home by the florist, will
open wide huge new marKets. possibly, it might prove benefi-
cial to emphasize that it is "smart" to use flowers for every
day use ana especially for use m the home.
The potential marKet probably exists with the middle
income group. Millions of people do not buy flowers except
when they have to, for funerals and the litce. If flowers were
promotea to the mass market at prices they coula afford to pay,
the
-volume of business the industry would get woula probably
increase greatly. The Kay would be to get the average person
to wtnt ana to be able to get flovi^ers for their home ana for no
special occasion. By increasing tne volume of sales, the prices
'(1) Survey taKen by the S'lorist Exchange magazine during 1948,
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coula b«? brought down somwv/hat due to the volume of produce
hanolea. It ifllu,ht be possible to bririfc^ the buyini^ of flowers
down from that of a class marKet to that of a mass marteet,
something that would benefit not only the moustry itself, but
would bring happiness to the average person who couia then
enjoy flowers in his home at all times.
The types of aemana for flov/ers may be broken aown
into two classifications. There is a consumer demand for flowers
in general and a consumer cemand for specific proaucts. The
consumer's aemana for flowers is unusual m that flowers are
bought to satisfy some emotion. Very few flowers are purchasea
for »ny rational purpose. In the general demand for flowers,
It IS found that consumers buy at three different times. There
is a holiaay demand, a special occasion aemand, and a general
demana.
The so called holiday demand is one in which people
buy flowers in celebrating eight different holidays auring the
year. Throughout the years, it has become habit or custom for
many people to have flowers on these holida;y'S. These flower
holidays are Christmas, Hevi)^ear's, Valentine's Lay, St. p^t-
rlci£'s Day, Easter, Mother's Day, Memorial Day, ana Thaniis-
giving. On Christmas, consumers want Christmas trees (table
ana floor size) , wreaths for the aoors and winaows in their
homes, wmaow decorations, Christmas baskets, all sorts of
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table aecoratioiis of eVfcfrt,rtsens , cfcuueiiiti corsfcges, rocK gar-
dens, red cut flowers, liolly, mistletoe, and pomsettia plants.
On New Year's, tnere is a aeinana for some cut flowers,
but most of ttie customers want corsages of all types, Orcnias
sell Well on this holiday. On Valentine's Day, cut flowers,
bouquets, ana corsa£;es are aesirea by the consumers. There is
some aemand for ola fashioned bouquets, sweet peas, and violets.
Heart novelties ana heart shaped packages with corsag;es insiae
are ap^jealing on this holiday.
On St.. Patrick's Day, the calx is for green carna-
tions and green shararocKs. There is some aut flower buying,
but this is secondary to the demana for the green flowers.
The Easter holiday brings a call for corsages to wear m the
Easter parade as well as some cut flowers for the home. There
is some call for rocK gardens and a large aemand for all types
of potted plants. Azaleas, Easter lilies, rose bushes, hydran-
geas, tulips. Jonquils and other plants are desired at Easter.
On Mother's oJay, it has beco iie traditional to wear
rea carnations to honor living mothers, while waite or other
light coloreQ flov/ers are worn m memory of those mothers who
have aiea, in aadition, there is some aemand for cut flowers,
especially carnations ana roses. Garaenia and azalea plants
are also called for to some extent on Mother's Day.
Oh Memorial Day, decorations for the cemetery are
,
wanted. The consumer calls for wreathes, cemetery bouquets,
II
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jjotLea plants ana ouLuo^r I'lowcsrs. Some veteran or^fcinizatiops
want special aecorations maae of po^^pies for tinis aecorfctiun aay,
Finally, on ThfanKSgjivint,, pooQ-poms ana darysanttieiDums
are used in boxes of cut flowers, bouquets, ana for table aec-
orations. Corsages of pom-poms and. chrysantnemuujs are also
popular at tnis tl,rie. It is difficult to say, in all tnese
holidays, whether the demana causea proauction for these
specific flowers or whether the proauction or t,rowing of the
produce at certain times lea to the aeraana. However, at the
present tioje, the public does aeuiand the aifferent types of
produce for these aifferent flower holiaays.
This secona breaKdown of the general demand, that of
the special occasion demand is unique m that people are either
celebrating the special occasion or expressing; an emotion by
buying and giving flowers at this time. The special occasions
may be classified as follows: wedamgs, birth of babies, sick-
ness, funerals, engagements, showers, religious occasions, parties,
banquets, bon voyage, birthdays, anniversaries, congratulations,
courting women, ana thantc you occasions. The wedamgs ana fun-
erals are probably the most important from the florist's point of
view. As has been alreaay pomtec out, the funeral worn is m
most cases the real "bread ana butter" worK of the florist. Here,
the florist aoes his big aesign worii, maicing wreatns, sprays,
^door crepes, pillows, bascCets, cushions, casitet covers, etc.
II
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In most cfcses, custotu ana tradition has causec.
people; to buy flowers on tlriese special occasions. It is siiaply
"tine tnmj^ to do", ana it is expectea that there be flowers at
funerals, for example. Some observers ml^ht rernarK thtt the ae-
ceased can't smell them, but there is no doubt that the floral
btctcground does contribute favorably to the funeral service and
aoes express sympathy and unaerstandm^ from the people v;ho send
them. It IS, however, unfortunate that many mdiviauals have to
wait until they die before they have lart^e amounts of flowers
sent to them. How much better it woula be if individuals coula
enjoy the beauty and fragrance of flowers while they were living.
This brin«,s us to the third breatcdown cff the general
demand, that of the demana for flowers for the home or for no
special occasion. At present, only a small volume of sales are
made on impulse or for no special occasion. This is probably
due to the comparatively hl£,h cost of flowers ana also because
thus far, the florist has done little to educate or encourage
this type of aemand. There is some purchasing aone on impulse
by buying of some, of cut flowers or some purchasing small items
from the florist's window (such as plants, novelties, small
bunches of flowers) , but most of the purchasing of flowers, at
present, comeS from a cesire to get flov/ers, even before the
retailer's shop is reachea. When the consumer enters the shop.
It IS a matter of determining what Kina of produce he or she •
wants, and what color will be chosen. In these instances, the
i
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l^bsic ccsire to purcinase for ttie tioiidfay or Tor the specific
occasion probably inas been aeteroiinea even bofoie tne shop is
reacheci.
It laii^ht be note worthy to point out here that loen cio
buy flowers. According to a recent survey maae by Time magazine,
iiiale readers of Time selected flowers as the ideal gift for the
"women m their lives" for more occasions than they chose any
other item. They mdicatea they chose flowers 1,193,000 times,
while candy was chosen 1,043,000 times, and cl.;thin^ 518,000.
Also, jev;elry was chosen 483,000 times; lin^^erie, 336,000 times,
and perfume was cnosen 318,000 times. The sample was somewhat
biased as it included only Time reacers. Here c;^fain, however.
It IS Very probable that the men were purchasinj£, for tueir v/iie's
birthdays' and anniversary's ana not bought on impulse or for no
special occasion at all.
The exact question asKea is not Known but it was prob-
ably something similar to, «'What item or proauct ao you buy for
'the woman m your life' when purchasing a gift?" The point here,
is that men do buy flowers for gifts, ana they say tnat they buy
flowers more than candy or other products. It is important to
note, however, that a survey of Time readers would be liisely to
include only the upper income groups in the business and pro-
fesslon.«?l fields, and the survey is not typical of the popula-
tion as a whole.
The secono. broad type of consumer demand may be class-
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ifitjci as tliaL oi" aouiana for specific ilortJ. proaucts. 'inat is
to say, Liiere are certain flowers thbt are preferrea over others
ana tnere are even preferences as to type, grace, ima color of
certain blossoms. In the survey mentionecL previously that the
writer and. other students tooK at Boston University, it was found
that roses were overwhelmingly preferred by almost every person
interviewee. This preference correlates accurately with the
actual buying practices as more roses are sola at retail than any
other flower proauct.
Also, hii^h preference was shovm for orchias, carnations,
sweet peas, violets, jounquils, tuliips, ana sarcienias. Not only
IS there a choni^int, demana for different flowers ana plants for
different holidays, but also aifferent seasons of the year bring
in different flower demanas. These aemanas are probably stimu-
lated to a great extent, by the grov/in^, of aifferent flowers aur-
ing aifferent seasons. {Example, during the summer, asters and
zinnias are grown outsiae of the greenhouses.)
The demana also varies ecooraing to the mdiviaual
flov;t-r shop. Certain snpps attract certain mdiviaual s and some
city florists find that their customers have a more "refined"
taste than are found in other shops. This refined taste is apt
to develop into a aemana for flower varieties that are rare, while
the conventional florist is apt to fma Kibt his staples are the
ones that are mostly in aemand.
In addition, aifferent sections of the country ana even
Il
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aifferent cititfS aiic Lowns have tineir own preferences ior dif-
ferent varieties of flowers. It is hn ever cnbngine, problem/ and
one in wnich the florist must be acutely aware of.
The types of customers that a florist defals with may
be arbitrarily broKen into taree groups. ^irst, and most desire-
able, is the re^iilar flower buyer. He or sne buys throughout the
year for special occasions, holidays, and even buys flowers for
the hoiiie. This type is the regular customer who buys flowers all
the time because he or she liiies ana can afford flowers. Tne
secona type is the one who buys flowers only when they feel they
have to, for a specific occasion. This type will only purchase
funeral or wedding flowers, or perhaps flowers for a birthday, as
It has become a fbjuily custom or tradition. The thira type of
buyer IS the person who only buys on holidays such as Easter or
Christmas, Attached with the significance of those days, he or
she associates flowers, but will buy only on such occasions. It
IS desireable, of course, for the florist to have as many rei^ular
flower buyers as possible and the florist's job is to try to con-
vert the occasional and holiday buyer into a regular flower pur-
chaser. On the average, at least 70% of retail sales are made to
the regular customers. About htilf of these customers are reported
to have incomes of $5,000 or raofr^ per year. (1)
B. Analysis of Consumer's Wants
•(1) Letter to writer from Dun & Bradstreet, dated May 31,1949
]I
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In b survey ttuien by professor N.H. Comisn of Lino
University of Oregon, people were questioned as to why they
stoppeG trfaCiin^, at flower shops in that state. This was com-
pareQ with other types of stores. There were 577 answers given
in the questionaires for flower shops and 21,755 answers for all
types of stores coiiibined. The results follow: (1)
Reasons Percentage of Reasons Criven
Flower Shops ALl Types of
High prices 37.4 23.59
Poor quality of goods 11.8 12.31
Delay m store services 8.9 10.05
Indifferent Salespeople 6.1 8.48
Errors by the store 5.2 3.95
Attempted substitution of goods 5.1 4.35
Haughtiness of salespeople 2.9 6.18
Overinsistence of Salespeople 2.7 6.38
Wrong policies of raanageuient 2.7 3.18
TricKy methods 4.0 2.97
Store arrangement or appearance 3.3 4.37
Lilsrepresentation of goods 3.0 6.87
additional reasons to luaiie up 100%
This survey is qualified, nowever
,
m that these
the reasons consumers gt^ve when asKed, and might be rationaliza-
tions of ottier reasons, to some extent. Also, this survey is lim-
ited to opinions of consumers wao were dissatisfied, and aoes not
reflect the possitive reasons of those who were satisfied.
personal interest by the florist seems to be important
to consumers. They seem to want the florist to taKe over their
(1) "Why Customers quit Traamg at Flower Shops", N.H.Gomish,
prof, of business administration. University of Oregon.
i
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•florfcd problcrms, ana tney rely on the florist Tor nis techni'^
cfcil lsnowleCLt,e in colors, designs, etiquette, etc., on which
subjects, the customer looKs to the florist for aavice ana help.
The florist's floral design ability is very important
as many times it is this ability he sells, rather than his m-
diviaual stocK or produce. in many shops, customers aemcnd
aelivery and creait service. This becomes important where there
is all or a large amount of telephone business. There also seems
to be a trena toward modern and fancy packaging according, to the
Moaern Box Company, of Brooklyn, New Yortc. In the final analy-
sis, the evaluation of each consumer service want woula prob-
ably depend on the individual flower shop and the cnaracter-
istics of the consumers whom the flower establishment caters to.
probably no two stores will be exactly alii£e.
C. probable Effect of price on Demand
The demand for iDost flower buying is basea not fund-
amontally on price, but rather on the necessity to buy flowers
for some special reason. That is, for holiday and special oc-
casion buying, the consumer is primarily purchasing because he
or she feels that they neea or want the flowers for the occasion
or the holiday, and price is a secondary consiaerttion here.
The price however, will effect the type of flowers
purchased. For example, on Valentine's Day, if violets are too
expensive, the buyer will switch to sweet peas. Of course, on
i
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tti© lower end of the settle, some customers will lefaVe tirie store
bna buy canay or some otaer ^roauct, IfsHvin^ i'lowers comjjjletely
alone. This happens if the florist ctmnot show the consumer
some flower substitute. To quote Mr L^s-irie,
"The aeraana for flowers in Jjieral is ^.reater fat hol-
latiys, ana ot that time price uo'esn't cut much figure." (1)
Of course, even with tnis special demand (on special
occasions and holidays) , if the prices are aroppea, the volume
will be somewhat more. A low price policy wij.1 naturally tena
to attract volume business, but some custodiers wiIj. not patron-
ize the florist because they mit,ht assume that the quality of the
flowers and service will be poor. It woula probaoly totce some
time to bulla up a policy ana reputation of *>ood quality and ser-
vice at lower prices. Price also effects tue quality of the t,oods
as there is forcing, of fc>rowiiiti meet tcie flower holiaays, so
often, tne merchanaise is not of tue best qualities at these times.
When we come to the general oemana for impulse u,oods,
home aecoration, and for no special occasion, price beco-aes a
very important factor. Other thinj^s bein.^ equal, the lowering
of the price v/ili increase the aemana of this impulse type of
floral products. Unfortunately, no lar^e surveys have ever been
published on this point, but articles in the various traae jour-
nals point out that recognized cuts m prices m loipulse merch-
(1) Letter to writer from ALex Lfurie, Prof, of Eloricul ture
,
Ohio State University, datea i^iay 4, 1949.
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anaise, have brought in a laPbe increbsec aemand. prof. Lfciuric
says very i^enerally that on this t,ejneral cieuiana, price aoes
maKe quite a difference m the purchase anu use of flowers.
Tne Difficulty the florist faces, nowever, is in tryint^, to
control tne price. This, in most cases, they find, very aif-
flcult, as tne growers really do this. So the problem is not
what the florist wants to sell the proauce for, but rather whbt
the (naricet chari^es for the proauce, the growers, the weother,
the season, the supply on the market, and other factors.
It shoalc. be notec however, that price is not the only
factor thfct is important, even with this general lui^julse aemand.
During July and August, for example, when people grow their
own flowers outdoors, or are away for the suuiuier, or ao not buy
because of the heat, even the dropping of the retail price stiai-
ulates the Gemand only slightly. If the consumers ao not wbnt
or feel thfct they do not neea flowers at certem titfles, unless
the xlorist can eaucate the customer Differently, price chanties
or price lowering by itself will not be too effective m in-
creasing aemand.
The levelmi^ off of prices, especially aurin^ hol-
laays ana at special seasons, woula probably help tne inaus-
try. According to a Dun & Bradstreet report, retailers ex-
press a strong desire to see this happen. A step thbt Thomas
Young Orohlas, Inc. , has taKen to stabilize the prices of
orchias was reportea in b recent item in the New Yortc World-
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Tfslc^Thai. Yoan-, pcrsufaues its customers to tbKe b stipulatea
number oi' orcinias eacln weeK. in ttiis way, the *,rowers can
plfan cftiebci tinu pfcss the resultant savin^^s falon^x, to the custoaer.
The clash of two opposing laeas on the sale of orchias possibly
sets the tone 01 opinion on prices m the entire floral industry.
On the one hand is the Idea of Keeping the orchia as a luxury
Item at luxury prices, Jjroppinu, the price ana wic.enmt, the mar-
Ket aestroys the appeal as a luxury item. The other side of the
argument is expressea by Mr, Dlble (see Chapter Seven) who says
that only one woman m five has ever haa an orchid. He wants to
bring down the price so that every woman m this country will
have one at least once a year.
At present, probably the main method bein^ used by the
retailers in settin>5 prices, is to figure waat the merchandise
costs, aaa expenses ana a profit to this, the total bemt^ the re-
tail price, Leaaers of the industry constantly state, ana prob-
ably rightly so, thtt the t^rov/er anc retailer should pay less
attention to their costs ana more attention to what the consumer
wants and can pay for his florid neeas. They believe that by
creatmu, a desire for floral merchanaise through promotion ana
by offering prices within the range of the "average" person, the
aemand for general impulse, home aecoration, etc, floral g,ooas
would be sharply increased.
In pricing for floral prooucts for special occasions,
the mam raethoa of pricinj^ here again, seems to be on a cost plus
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bfasis. In muca of this special occasion buyin«;, sucn as in
^
weadlugs and. funerals, there is a lar£,e element, of aesii^n wuric
necessary. In such cases, the florist is apt to figure not only
his tiine eXjt^endeo on the aesi^n, but also his dosij^n ability, as
"expenses" Which must be considered before adaing his profit.
Therefore, in such worK, the cost of the flowers is not the only
important element in fi^urinp, the retail price.
In summary, in determining the elasticity of demand for
flowers, It IS not accurate to state that the deratnd is either
elastic or inelastic. The demand is elastic in that t,eneraliy
speaKing, if the quantity of flowers purchased for resale is in-
creasea, ana the retail price lowered, the volume sola at retail
will incretise. This elasticity, however, is not necessarily
stable. As pointea out, tne aemand for flowers for special
occasions and holiday buying is primarily aepenaant. on the con-
sumer feeling that it is necessary to buy on such occasions.
Yet, even m such instances, the aroppmg of the price, will
encourage more volume. When it comes to the ^^eneral aemaiid,
price becomes even more important, ana is probably the main
factor which controls the volume of sales for this type. If
the customer feels however, that he or she does not need or
want flowers at certain times, it seems that price changes by
themselves are not of extreme importance. It is probably cor-
rect to say that the demand is elastic and responsive to price
changes, but this elasticity is not stable, but fluctuates widely.
9
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CH/iPTER IV
MERGHANLISIl^G METHODS
A. ProbleiO of stimulfatirifc QeiiianQ
"The various types of sales promotion are excellent
m stimulating;; demand, particularly newspaper pub-
licity ana direct mail..." (1)
Unfortunately, the above statement is typical of the s^eneral at-
tituae toward sales promotion m the flower business. The auth-
orities litce prof. Laurie a^ree that sales promotion is impor-
tant, yet there is no accurate statistical inform cation available
showmu, exactly how valuable eacn meaium is on a percenta^^e
basis. Assuming, that the leaaers of the maustry are correct,
an attempt will now be raaae to determine tne value of tne var-
ious methoas ana proceaures m stuiulatint, the demand.
If v/e broKe up our ciemana into two factions, primary
ana selectea, it would probably be foana thtt, for example, price
aavertismg and aisplay wouIg be important for primary aemana
while Keeping the firm's name before the public mi<^ht prove ben-
eficial m stimulating the selectea demana. For purposes of
clarity in this paper, the aemtna has been broiien up into the
arbitrary classifications of holicay, special occasion, ana ^en-
eral^ -SO for the sais:e of understanainfe, , the value of mercnanaise
promotion shall be treated on this basis.
The obvious answer to the question "Can demana be stim-
ulated?", is an emphatic "Yes"J The retl problem is not whetner
(1) Ltr. to writer frouj Alex Lfaurie, prof, of Floriculture, Ohio
State .university , Gta May 4, 1949
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t-he deiuanci can be incrcfasea, but, rfather how can it be increasea
under certbin conaitions and to wlifat extent.
The total demtnd for Tlowers can be increased by maKing;
Known to the consuaier ttie valie of flowers ana toe fact that he
or she wants and needs flowers. Also the total aeiuana can be Irt-
creasea by uierchanaisinj;, the flowers ana plants m a more attrac-
tive manner as well as merchanaismg the produce m a more econ-
omical way.
As pointea oat previously, the (general ae.uana for flow-
ers for the home, for i.npulse buying, ana purchasing for no spec-
ial occasion, can be increased by sellin«, the proauce at prices
the consumers can affora to pay, and by promoting, the c^ooas to
the prospects and customers, probably the conventional florist
woula accomplish little by plastering huge signs m front of his
shop of "JiVerything heO-f price", other thtn makting his store into
a cut-rate shop. His only procedure might be to have a consis-
tent policy of Selling quality merchanaise at popular prices,
while he tells the public what he is doing,, by using sales pro-
motional methoas which are not offensive.
When It comes to the holiday and special occasion ae-
mana, there is a different problem present. Here it is not a
question of how much more the individual florist can get a per-
son to buy, but rather to get tue consumer to buy flowers from
hlJi ana to continue to buy over a perioa of years, Jot the gen-
eral aemand, the florist is interestea m immeaiate sales to a
i
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IbT^c extent while in tills lioliaay tna special occasion defiiana,
the florist mainly wants to Have a clientele who will come to
hiai for all their floral needs. The bulK of his business is
maae up at present with this type of buying ana he v/ants to Keep
It, as well as increase it, if possible. His probleiD is not
trying to sell a person two sprays rather than one, but rather
to attract the customer into his shop. The consumer relies on
him to taKe care of his flower needs on these special occfcsions.
The type of promotion that is probably best suited for
this purpose is institutional aavertisiHsi anc. sales promotion.
The laeb is to create such an over all impression, so tnut the
custo oer wili. coiiie to the florist Insteao of ^oin^ elsewhere.
This impression is created by the florist in his newspaper aa-
vertismg; m his direct mail literature; m his wmaow and in-
terior aisplays; in his over til operations; in his fair deal-
ings; and m his quality aierchanaise ana services which j^lve
hiw his reputation thtt maiies or brea^cs him.
It IS conceivable that a "florist" could do abso-
lutely no advertising or promotion, and not even have a store,
(doing his worK m his home) ana it mie,ht be possible to uiaKe
a profit aue to getting business through friends anc relatives.
Or if the florist uses a price appeal, he coula> have a cheap
looKing shop and winaow, as perhaps a promotional appearance of
his shop might stiaiulate business, as people woula feel that
they were ^^etting, bargains. nnt the conventional floral aesigner,
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probably fmas that almost every luiproveiuent in his siiop, in
Its appearance, and m his promotion, results m the Ion.*, run,
in more business for him.
It is a twofold Job, it is an attempt to inaice im-
mediate sales of impulse items, for the home, ana for no spec-
lel occasion, ana also by institutional woris, to maiie custo-
mers who will deal with the florist on the flower holidays
ana on taose all important special occasions ( sucn as for fun-
erals, weadinfc,s, aecoration jobs, birthdays, etc.)
B. Value of winaow Display s
The store front ana the winaow displays of the florist
are of importance m achieving, both point of purcnase saj.es ana
to establish prestige ana a favorable institutional aj^^^eal for
tae shop. The store window is the "eye" of the shop and it
reflects the character of the store. It ^ives the customer or
prospect so.iie in§ight as to the merchanaise the store handles,
ttie services offered (such as flower telek;raph service), ana tlie
artistic or aesiv-,n ability of the florist. The window is also
usee to interest the customer in the value and use of flowers
and IS really a salesman of not only the flower shop itself, but
also to some extent of the entire floral maustry. Tne window
ana attractive winaow aisplays that reflect the character of
tne store as well as being m harmony with the season, are an
important part of any organized sales promotional plan.
"What the florists of this country neea is a gooa
It
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aavertisiiLj gro^vhiu, iMot a spasmodic mt-or-
uiiss jjrOt>rfciii but fc ai£,nifiea, weli-conct?i vea plttn
of sales promotion, " (1)
C. The afi'cct of Aavertisin^ ana S^les pronioiion
THe amount of money the florist will spena on aa-
vertisint, ana sales promotion is g;enerally ii^urca on a bud-
get basis. Tae most common methoa of fife^urin^ a bua£,et is to
estimate sales for the coming year ana ttien to set asioe a
certain percentage of this estimate for the advertising budget.
Of course, deciQing, tne exact amount is an inaiviauai aecision,
as each shop is different ana has its own maividual problems.
The general principle is to earmaris: from about 2 to 4 ^ of gross
sales for this purpose, although some florists have s^ent as
much as 10/^ for this purpose of an aavertismg budget. (2)
This advertising allowance shoula be broisen aown or
budgetea for each montn ana also a breaKaown shoula be made by
type of media, possibly, about ten % of the buaget shoulc. be
set asice for a reserve which shoula be usea to capitalize on
special deals that tcie florist might come across and for which
he has not plannea. J'or example, he mi^m have an opportunity
to maxe a very favorable purchase of cut flowers ana tnis re-
serve woula be usea to promote such a special purchase by run-
ning a sale of tirns special merchanaise.
(1) Harold R, Hewey, « Advertise to Perpetuate", The jjUorist &
the future
,
jjetroit, Michigan , yiori sts ' Tel. jjel. Asso. ,p, 29
(2) S.li. Weaver, ?lela Representative, Zone One, i-Uorist Tele-
graph Delivery Asso. , November 1948.
,
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Anotirier ten ^ercexit woulc probably t^o I'or aonatiouS
to oTisbnizations ana mdiviauals. A^out ten to fifteen percent
of tine buGfe,et coula «>o for ttie miscellaneous forms of advertis-
ing; sucti as rauio, novelties, blotters, etc., winile tne re-
rnaining, 60 or 65> would, be used for eitn^r direct mail aaver-
tisint, or newspaper auvertisin^,, or a combination of tlie both.
The decision of whether to use mostly direct or mostly news-
paper aavertisements depenas to a larvae extent on where the
store IS located, the type of customers the florist caters to,
where the customers and prospects are locatec., ana whfc t the
florist IS mainly trying to do in his advertising.
As a general rule of thumb it is probably true that
when the florist is locatea m a tovm or small city, it is
more economical for the florist to use newspaper aavertising
mainly, axia to supplement this witn the direct mail. Also, if
the florist is a leading florist who is v/ell Known in a large
city or is centrally locatea, he will fma it more economical
for him to use the newspaper aavertismg. Neighborhood flower
shops, those in secondary snoppm^, areas, those not centrally
locatec or without a "name',' axia those who have fa large personal
following woula probably be better off m using mostly the
direct mail advertising.
Newspapers can be usea for both immeaiate sales ana
^for institutional v;ortc. A gooo example of immeaiate sales aa-
vertismg IS presented on page 41 of this paper. However, this
1I
J
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cfcise IS one in wnicn a strictly pro.iiotionai sUop is involvec,
«
It is questionable, just now ei'fectively b conventional floral
aesigjner can use this type ol" newspaper aovertisin^. However,
newspaper acs seem to prove effective in aavertising for spec-
ial occasioris ana flower holicLays. l;eiflana is stiiuuiatea by
aavertising just before ana aurina, flower holiciays. in aaai-
tion to this, institutional aavertising is aone on a small
scale. Jot example, Penn of Boston constantly has a column
inch aa next to the funeral notices m Boston papers aaily
,
over a period of years. While this is usea to t^et the spec-
ial occasion demanO. for funerals, its other purpose is to Keep
Penn's name before the public. (Here are two exaaiples) .
Penn, the Florist, Newspaper Aaverti seujents
I FLOWERS \^^^vS?^grPl9^
1 124 Trewont St. Liberty 2-4317 I
IFLOWERS ''l^^Vmi^P ^
9^
|124<^remoiit St. Libertt-431
(Figure i'lve)
Here are a few more examples of an attempt to Keep
the name of the shop m tne public eye.
Earnes & Luther j^'lorists ,iifcv;spaper Aas.
59 Years of Service lo Greater Kansas City
1109 LINWOOD BLVD.
YA. 5437
Member Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn.
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 9:30 A. M. 'TIL 3 P. M. VALENTINES
FLOWERS • CORSACES • CUT FLOWERS • PLANTS
LUTHER FLORISTS
27TH & COLLEGE • STORE AND GREENHOUSES. LI. 0216
These are strictly
institutional aas. de-
sifcinea merely to give
the florist's name, ad-
aress, ana telepho/ie
number.
(Figure ^ix)
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To Your
VALENTINE
0 Beautiful Plants 9 Roses
# Spring Flowers # Corsages
Bt Wire Guaranteed Bonded Service
COUNTRY CLUB PLAZA
101 W. 47tb WE. S800
Really Fine
Lilies
!
We Invite You to See Them
Order Now for Easter
• RoiCi • Cortiges • Spring Flower
Country Club
(jiv-^ure Seven)
Nev/spfaper Acis ol' Scnlm^
^ S. S. America sails June 21
S.S. Queen Mary sails June 21
•spu9a:j oiuiouooa pBOjq
0% p8r4 saoud ii^m daaii pinoAv qoiqAV 'xapui
©oud it^ipoiumoo 3|BBaioi{A\ aq^ st tjsjg sqx
paXoiduia aq pinoAV sjo^o-bj aajqa,
•eaoud tjjoddns sb sb 'uononpojd eouang
-ut 01 SI utiB sii •XitAi;'Bi34 JO itao9m aqi sb
pa^BonduioD SB :)soiuiB suoi^Bindiuoo Suiajoa
-ui Binuiaoj B Su^saSSns sr 'aa^t^iuiuioo aouj
paqsjtniV M-ioA 'dnoa3 aamouy
•xaput aoud ^^ipoiuuioo aiBsaioqM am
puB s-jsoo SutuiJCBj it.uBp JO xapux s.aaniinouSy
JO aSanoo a:iB5s ll^uaoo aq:; Suisn Binuxaoj
e QT sanud- Mum umru m stiibm iionHZiUBS
Here are two examjjles of
feciverti sesuents oi' Gi^fcincLLer ' s
of Kansas City, Missouri.
Tnese two acLs ap^earea in
tne Kansas City Star just
before the two flower nol-
laays of Valentine "s jjay
ana blaster, 1949. The pur-
pose IS to stimulate sales
on these flower holidays.
Here is an ex-
ample of advertising for
a special occasion, that
of a ship's sailing, and
the suggestion is given to say "Bon
voyage" with a flower e>ii*"t'« Tl^e
Shop is the well kcnown Max Schling
of New YorK City ana the aa was placed
m the Wall Street Journal m June
of 1949.
Some florists in large
cities fma It worth while to aa-
vertise in newspapers as an asso-
ciation project. The florists m
St. Louis have triea this ana they
(Pigure i..i^tit)
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fine that matcinj; the public tware of trie i'lorist iticustry has
berieritted. the retailers and growers aliKe in their areb. (1)
In usint3 airect mail, both iiurneai ate sales ana in-
stitutional appeals can be usea, out here again it is question-
able as to just how much aaaitional aeraanci is createu. its
greatest value might very well be in iieeping the olu customers,
in the general impulse or price buying, some new ciemana can prob-
ably be stitnulbted, but at present, probably the greatest use m
airect mail is made before flower holidays or m increasing or
stimulating special occasion buying. Since direct mtil is the
"rifle iiietnoa", airect hittiHv-> seems to be most effective m cov-
ering a select group for a specific, select, purpose.
A gooQ example ox this, is in sending to a list of
people who have announcea their engagement, a booKlet on "U'^fcit
every bride should Know", in an effort to get tne weaamg aec-
oration and bridal floral oraer from the briae-to-be. on the
other hand, strictly institutional worK c^n very wel- be aone m
direct mail. Penn puts out a little eight pa«,e bootciet every
month called the "Penn-Trail" , which has short articles about
flowers of general interest to everyone.
In addition to wmaow ana interior aisplays, news-
paper ana direct mail, there are a number of other forms of ad-
vertising that may be usea by the florist. Generally, it has
'(1) St. Louis post-Dispatch, St. Louis, Missouri, Sunaay, Beb.
6, 1:^49.
• III
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been found that tUese miscelifaneous mettioas are best usee to
sui^pleiuent tne main forms of promotion mefitioneQ above. iror '
soiue uncertermmeu reason, results of florist's mercnariaism^
reveal tnat tnese other forms effectively fill out the florist's
proii;raifi, but are not tine most effective methoas ae can use. The
reason might be that these other meaia are haraer to mebsure m
the results that tney proauce as tney are usea mainly for in-
stitutional fcGvertism^.
Raaio may be used to advertise for a specific flower
holiday, but its most effective use seems to be only after use
over a long perioa of time. Generally, the florist is limitea
to spot announcements due to the hi^^h cost of a regular program,
Outaour aavertising such as billboaras, car carQs, etc.
,
have
been usea by some florists. This si^n ana poster aavertisiog
is especially good for association acvertising, say florists
of the 3t. Louis Association of i?lorists. The Society of Am-
erican Florists has flower posters available for florists who
desire to purchase them. GeneralJ-y, tnese posters are limited
to pictures of flowers or shops, ana tne name of tne florist,
with his slogan. This form of advertising is limited by the
small amount of space ana tne limitea amount of copy that can
be usea to be effectively seen.
Other forms of aavertising are blotters, match covers,
calendars, booKlets, novelties, traae aavertising in the florist'
magazines, movies, inserts, ana national magazine aavertising,
1I
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(done uifciiniy by tine It'lorists T^lf^^ruyti Delivery Association.)
In aaaition, all types of publicity tiribt Keep flowers
or inaiviaufcil shops m the news are anotaer effective means of
sales promotion, As in other problems, the exhct raethoas that
the florist uses aepena to a lar^e extent, on nis inaiviaual shop,
ana the type of clientele that he is caterin;-, to. For this
reason, broao. £,eneralizations are aan^^erous.
Arbitrfa^ percentaw,es hfave been set up for the general
breaKQown of the faavertising buat,et« This brea^aown was arrivea
bt by questioning florists m Boston, St. Louis ana Kansas City,
but is litnitea by its very small sample. Each florist has aif-
ferent problems and cfcin only arrive at his own solution by exper-
imentation ana long experience. For example, a florist special-
izing mainly m wedaing- aecorations, might find it best to spend
practically his entire budget in elaborate airect mail pieces to
prospective brides. It is stfe to say, however, that practically
all forms of sales promotion are somewhat beneficial to the
r
florist. It IS up to the inaividual florist to decide, hov/ever,
just what combination of meaia or in what specific meaium ne
can best raaKe use of his aavertismg dollar.
Some florists have attempted to set up a flower oi the
month club. it r/as hopea thtt once consumers e^ot usee, to the
laea of having flowers m their homes, they v'oula purchase more
frequently in an attempt to beautify their dwellings. Generally
the scheme has been to charge h certfcin rate for the year, ana

flowers woula be oeliverea to Lae consuiuer every weed, every
«
two weeiis, or every moatiri, ciepenam^ on the arr an£,eifient witri "
ttie customer.
in tne survey taicen at Boston University (see Cti^pter
tliree)
,
we founu tnat the majority oi people saio. tney woulc
lltce to nave I'lowers in tneir noiiie. rfnen tney were astcea if
they woulc. liKe flowers aeliverec. to tneir home frequently ana
on the same luea as the Book, of the Month Club, however, they
lost some of their ehtnusiastn. out of 93 people questionea, 35
saia they liKea such an laea, while 56 aici. not, ana two aion't
Know, Of the 35 who lilseci the laea, 14 v/oula llKe to receive
the flowers weekly, 8, once every two weeKs, and 13 wantea taem
once a month.
Wnen it came to price, we lost even more potential
customers for the club. When asKea what they woula consiaer pay-
ing for such a service, 2 aion't iinow, 2 wantea to pay less than
990, 14 woulG pay less than i;j2,99, while 7 were wiliin^; to pay
from $3.00-$4,99, Six were willing to pay from $5.00-|9.99 for
flowers once a month, while 2 woula pay from 4IO-42O , ana 2 would
pay over $20 a month. Briefly, on a monthly basis, only 17 people
out 01 93, or 18i woula be willing, to pay p or more a month for
the Service of receivint^; flowers at taeir honie once a month.
Three aoilars is probably the minimum oraer the retc-iler coula
hanale ana still maise a profit as aelivery of the flowers alone
woula cost the retailer from 35(2 to 6O0 a parcel aepending^ dn
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tine voluiDe ana tine aistance of tine delivery froui hip sinop.
There is a potentitil cieuitina for tine flower of the
month club, but the real aeiaana comes iroui the upper income
u;roups. In altuost every cbse, the smtll percentti&e that ae-
sireQ tile service were from the upper income g;roup. It might
be aavantageous for a florist who caters to the up^^er income
groups to introauce such a system to his customers ana prospects.
The florist shoula lieep m mind., however, that for
some reason, thus far undertermined, the clubs have not woriiea
out to any appreciable deti;refc;. It may be due to the fact that
the florist fmas that his operating expenses of aelivery, pact-
agm^, ana credit becouje so hit^h unaer this system, that it als-
couraties ^ ny active promotion of such a pro,ject. Perhaps the
florist fmas that these operatinj^ expenses are so high, that
they leave him with but limitea return on his effort extendea.
Although the florist's final profit on this project aocs not
seem to have been high, his investment has been small. It con-
sists of some direct mail promotion to a list of prospects, ana
the tying up of some wording capital until the customers pay for
the service. Still, it might be to the aavantage of some florists
to try out this club laea where he fmas a aemand for it,
D. Supplementary ker chajiaise
Many florists find that it is worth while for them to
sell the so callea alliea items along with their regular mer-
chanaise of cut flowers ana plants. There are holiaay items 'that

are ex^ectea tu be founa in ttjc saop such fcis Ciiristfuas basKets
ana trees, wrefctiis on Memoriai vt.j
,
etc. In acQition to this,
there are aiiiea items that are closely relatea to the flowers
v/hich custoiriers liice to buy m flower shoj^s. Rock «;ardens, Ming
trees, ana other novelties that contain growinii, plants are car-
rieo. by the florist all year round. In the SyviLx^, many florists
carry seeds, plant fooa, anc items to be used in ^fc-raens through-
out the Sunioier, Many florists carry various types of pottery, ana
practically all flower shops have vtses and other containers to
be sola either with the flowers or as separate items when cust-
omers so o.esire them,
Soaie florists supplement their stoclis by carrying a
large number of gift items such as English Dtilton china, lamps,
and even antiques. Not only do these items aaa prestige to the
store, but a high markup can usually be obtained on such goods.
Some florists have gift wrapping paper, ribbons, and
specialty paper supplies such as flower stationery, rcj^riats of
paintings, etc, , in their shops. A number of florists have dis-
plays of greeting cards. This is a convenience to customers who
v,'lsh to send greeting caras along with their flower purchases,
ana it is also useful in i^ettmg tie in sales. It is a methoa
for inducing people to come into tne shop only to get a card,
ana them getting them to buy other merchandise too, probably at
least one or more of the above allied items will be founa m
almost every flower shop in the country.
Many tlGes it will be found that the supplementary
ii
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iijoocis fare really ttliieci items to the flowers tnu plants. In
'other words, they are proaucts tht>t are closely alliec. to tbe
flowers either by bein«, a ^.rowm^ thin^ such as seeas, Christ-
mas trees, etc.; or closely relatea to tne flowers ana useCL in
an effort to cress up the flowers (pottery, vases, etc.); or
other Items tnat caxi be used, as ^ifts. If it is artistic ana can
be used for aecorttive purposes, from china to paintings, it may
have a pli.ce in the shop. Care must be taKen by the florist so
that he does not aevote too much time, space, or money, for the
supplementary merchandise, as this merchandise should still only
be supplementary to the mam business of sellinti; flowers ana plants.
A few florists have triec to carry "Competitive" pro-
ducts such as bottled liquors and candy. According; to the florists
Telek;raph Delivery Association, however, this practice does not
worK out too well as the cancLy ana liquor actually competes with
the sale of the flov7ers rather than supplementing, the mam line,
m the way that vases, art worKs, candles, ana greeting caras ao.
possibly, a ^^ood rule for tne florist to follow m ae-
ciding whether or tiot to carry certam alllea items woula be to
asK, "V/ill It help me sell more flowers and plants?" If the item
will nelp the sale of the flowers m the long run, it woulG prob-
ably be safe to carry the item, maicmt^ sure however, tne supple-
mentary merchandise is not allowea to crowd out the t-ll impor-
tant bread and butter business, the floral proaucts.
E« JjHyoJit of t h e Store ,
In layout out the furniture ana equipment of the shop.
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It IS iiiiportfcnt to tceep in raind thbt it is aesirable to have
the shop bs attPcxctive ana invitm^^ to ttie customer as pos-
*
sible while at toe same time, to proviae the most efiectiv©
utilization of tiie space so that the llorist may operate ef-
ficiently.
The most important piece of equipment is tae refrig-
erator which IS used for uisplay ana for Keepin^-^ the uulis: of
the perishable gooas m good, conaition, in an iceal layout,
It stioula be centrally locatec. so that it will form the main
part of the interior display ana it will be easily accessible
from the worfcc room. A modern refrigerator costs from about
$1000 to $5000, depending upon the size ana the elaborateness
of the case. It is also important to nave attractive walj. and
counter displays so that plants, rocK gardens, novelties, and
alliea items may be snown off to best advantage.
A nice impression is sometimes gotten by having all
the equipment bleiidmg m together to create one over all im-
pression that is appropriate to the class of customers the flor-
ist IS catering to. Both the bactcgrounas to the aisplay equip-
ment ana the walls of the shop should be pamtea a very light
gray, gray tcan, cream gray, or eggsnell in oraer to set the
flowers off to tneir very best advantage. (1) The decorative
stuaios furtner aavise that the floor should be of a dartc,
rica tone, while the celling suould be of a light neutral color.
•
(1) According to the Decorative Studios of the Sherwin Williams
Paint Oompfciny.
i1^
They state trttit tais color scheino will show oi'f the riowers fand
plants in the best possible llu;nt, MoGern lii^ntm^, is aj.so of
sodje importance m the interior oi' tne shop. A special type of
fluoresence bulb has been proaucea by the General jiiectric Com-
pany, which will not aistort the natural coloring, of the flowers.
Other fixtures that most suops have are a cash register,
ti small worK table, a writing cesK ana chtir, ana some have more
elaborate fixtures ana furniture, aepenaint^ upon the size of tne
store. Whenever possible, a separate room shoula be set ofi' for
the florist's worfctroora. In the laru-,er shops where space is plen-
tiful, some fl.jrists set asice a special room for pacl!5:ak,in£, ana
wrapping,, while still others have a separate room for a business
office. Tne v/orK room usually contains such tnin^^s as work
benches, a sinii, stora«,e cabnets ana closets, a wrappint^ counter,
ana a bocis entrance (for incoming gooas as well as for an exit to
the florist's aelivery trucic) . The office may contain a aesK, a
chair, file cabint-t, one or more telephones, tna the recoras.
From a functional viewpoint, the front of tne sho^ is
the selling area, and here is tne place for tne ai splays, aecora-
tive effects, etc. The actual o.esign worK, the storage space, the
watering of stocK, etc. are carriea on m the woris: room. The
office worK, the record Keeping, the telephone business, ana the
planning functions can all be carriea out m tne office at the
rear of tne store. A sug^estea floor plan for a flower shop
follows on the next page.
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CH^IPTER FIVE
BUYING AND ITS RELAI'ION TO MERCHAisiDISIWG
A. Dcj ciairig; vVli fat to Buy
Buying IS a problem ttifat eaciri florist, has to solve
for himself to meet iriis own inaiviaual needs. On QeciaiUs^
what to buy, the buyer must consider the location of nis shop,
ana the clientele he is caterinci, to. Actually he is the pur-
chasing agent for his custoroers and he must fill their wants
ana neeas by buying produce that will satisfy their tastes, at
a price they can affora ana want to pay for the merchandise.
Each shop has its own problems anu probably the best clue to
these problems is the past recoras ana experience of the store.
The buyer can buy only those flowers that are in
season, so the time of the year becomes itnportant m his de-
cisions of what to buy. The florist buys to fill customer »s
oraers of certain flowers ana aesigns, Generally, ail specialty
buying is to fill a customer's order or to antici^jate a demand
for a certain flower aue to the season of the year or flower
holiday. Some merchandise is bought simply because it can be
boUv^ht at a very good price, ana the florist feels that he can
get rid of It on a price appeal. On some occasions, florists
must buy certain items because tneir competitors are carrying
them, so he must carry them to, as consumers expect mm to.
The florist carries a number of staples which are usea
•not only for regular cut flowers purchases, but also are useA in
maccing up design worK such as funeral pieces, weaamg worK,
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corsbges, etc. Soint? of ttiese staples are available all year
around while others are only available for a few iflonths aurinfe;
the year, probably the ^.reatest staj^jle ana the flower that has
the greatest popularity is the rose, m all colors ana varieties.
Other staples are carnations, garaenias, orchias, sntp ara^on,
pom-poms, chry santnemums , sweet pets, lilies, glaaioli, asters,
jonquils, iris, ana tulips. Not all florists use every one
of these, but every florist uses many of these aurin;^ their
season m both his aesign worK ana to fill his cut flower oraers.
The list of the so callea specialities is almost ena-
less so no attempt is maae here to give a complete list. The
flowers listed here are the more com.aon specialties used, by flor-
ists in their woric. They have occasion to use, camelxlas, violets,
strelitzia, anthuriums, delphinium, vana cymbeaium ana cyp-
repiaium orcniGs, marguerites, bachelor buttons, anemone, al"-
rican daisies, marigolas, freesia, and liatris.
Each shop will carry certain of the above flowers when
the occasion arises or when tnere is a special aemana for these
specialities. While every florist uses staples, some florists
who cater to the price appeal, do not use any specialties. The
more expensive shops ana the ones who ao the really expert ae-
sign worK, are more apt to use the specialties ana aifferent
combi.-iati jns of specialties in an effort to create soiuething
just a little bit aifferent ana aistinctive.
Determining what to buy is particularly aifficult m

the flower business because of tirie ^erisntiblc nature of flowers
ana cue to tlie fine sHaaes of aifferences between £,rfaues ana
qualities, WHile a florist can often learn winicn flowers no
can most profitably inancile m a snort period of title, it often
tatces lon^ experience or training to eaucate tlie buyer as to the
very fine aifferences in toe quality ana ^raaes ana colors of
even the basic staples.
£. Deciding Kow iviucn to Buy
In deteraiining how much to buy, the florist must est-
loiate what his needs will be for taat day ana lor the next day.
Very Sfilaom does he buy for more than two aay's m a row. He
maKes his estimates as to his possible Sfcles on two £,eneral
bases. The first is the orders that he has alreaay booicea, and
the second is the expected business he is counting on j^etting.
The character of the demand is all important here. Along with
this, previous sales records as well as general ana local bus-
iness conditions must be taKen into consiaeration. it is the
nature of the demanu that is really the startin;^ point for ae-
termining both what and now much to buy.
First the florist checiss the orders on hana against
the inventory he has available. The shortages are mtae up by
airect purchasing of these items to fi±j. tne oraers tht t are
already booKea. Sesiaes these oraers, he must plan on aomg a
good aeal of his volume from orders which will not come in until
tne last minute, telee,raph oraers, business from the street, etc.
I
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He uses previous sfclirs recoras for tais purpose. I'ne aollar
sales volume of previous years woula inefan little t.s ttie flower
prices arc constantly fluc tuatin^, , so nis most valuable recora
woula be tnat of flower units purciriased on a weets.ly or aionthly
basis. Some florists Keep a purchase iiiemoranaum boott where tney
record sucn thinj^s as..** weeK of August first through the seventh,
poor rainy weather, 2000 rea roses, 500 yellow, 1000 T roses, etc."
Also notes are maae of the mercnandise that he aidn't sel-L dur-
ing, that perioQ the previous year, ^or example, tne Easter hol-
laay used to be largely that of plants and cut flowers. Gradually
through the years this has changed somev/hat, ana a good deal of
the Piaster business is now for corsages. Notes of tiiis sort are
Very valuable as the florist will not accurately remember aetails
of this Kina, In aaaition to this type of recora, some buyers also
list the special events (liixe birthdays) of their custodiers.
Recora of Customer's opecial jivents
0 CC/1 S 1 OfiJ
C^P /3 7 3
Sir m 7
( Figure Ten )
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By experience, the xlorist learns thfcL tie can expect a certain
amount of oraers (u^^ny at tne last inotnent) to cover these events.
Anticipating, this, the buyer purchases to cover tuese special
events.
In adaition to records liept, a number of factors must
be consiQerea by the buyer so that tue records ana juoe^ement of
the florist can be accurately usea to fit tae present conaitions.
The ti;ae of the year is an important factor. For example, the
aemand for flowers in the summer ti^ae is far less than that of
other seasons so little buying will be aone durin*^ that period.
The marKet price varies at different times ana this will be a
consiaeration in purcnasmg by the florist. Obviously, when
prices are high, the florist's investment ana his rlsa. is greater
so he will be very careful m nis buying. A good example of this
IS on Valentine's Jjay when the price of violets jumps to high
levels. The florist will buy from hand to moutn, unaer-buymg
preferring to run out of violets rather than taKln^ a hi^^h loss
if he can't get rid of his entire violet s^oG£,
Another factor is the weather. The weather affects
the growing of the produce ana oaa weather can hurt or rum much
stocK, Asters, for example, turn a rusty color if the/ are hit
by much rain so this has to be watched m purchasing. The
weather affects the supply of flowers on the mariset. Sometimes,
heat wilj. force the growing of flowers causm;^ a glut on the
mariiet, O^nertimes tne weather spoils the stoctc ana there is
I
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little supjjly of b flower on t.ie iDbrfcCet. All these conaitions
will afxect tirie purcnasirifci of flowers by the florfal buyer. The
weather also bflects to soioe extent tne coasuiuer's oemana for
flowers as less retail purchases are maae m excessive heat or
Qurmg ram or snow storms.
Business conaitions m general will affect the pur-
chases of the florist as m "bao." tiJies, a certcin amount of
his business is reduced. People buy less e,ifts, less weaam^
flowers, etc., so in the florist's buyin^;, business conaitions
must be considered. This year's (1949) aollar volume of sales
has not been as e,ooa as last year's, thus far, probably because
of the so-called business recession economists say we are gjOing
thruugu at present.
pmally, local conditions must be considered by the
florist m aeterraining tiow much he shoula buy. ireneral business
mi£,ht be e^ood but m the particular area the florist is m,
mi^ht be otherwise. This seems to be true m mill towns liiie
Lawrence, iiass. y/hen the local mills shut aown, the local
merchants have a difficult ti.ue, even though "fc;eneral" business
conaitions may be consiaerea £,oua. Also, there are different
preferences in the type ana numbers of flowers m cifferent
sections, that tne retail florist must be aware of. Por example
certain foreij^n born people aesire massive aisplays with bri^jht
primary colors in tneir flower aesign preference, wnile other
groups prefer more conservative aisplays. Ti^e buyer must be

faWfciro oT ttiests locfcti preferences iii his ouyia^ in tne market so
that ne Cfn really act fcs tne purciriasinu; au,ent for liis castoiuers.
0. plan ningi, f
o
r Special xjven t
s
in plcinninv^ for special events, tne florist is «,en-
erali.y catering to a particular aeuiana for seasoiiable buying or
purcnasin^ for a special occasion. generally, wnen buyin«; for
a season, litce for a special flower holiaay, for a special occa-
sion llKe ^ wecaiu^, etc., tne uesire of the customer is for
"sometning special". v/lnile it is possible for the florist to
over buy on nis staples, if ne so aesires, (as ne cfcn use tnein
up m funerfcil worK) , he cannot ao tnis profitably with these
specialties thbt are aesirea only on these special occcsions.
Very careful buyin«, is necesstry here or larg>e losses will result.
Much of the xjroduce or supplies for special occa-
sions iDUSt be ordereG m aGvance as many of the retailers are
couipetin^ to v£,et this iflerctianaise on these special occasions.
For exajiple, all the florists are lookcm^, for white orchias in
June as there is a big deinana for thetn for weaamgs. wedcaags
sometimes require a Itrge amount of special equipment waxcu
may be either rentea or bought by the retailer. Jii aecoration
jobs at weGCings, the florist has occasion to use floral car-
pets, beauty baskets, caladium plants, palms anG ferns, canola-
bras, canopies, special ribbons, etc.
A SMle may be consiGered a special event. probably
the best time to run sales IS when there is a ^^ut on the mfertiet
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bnG certtiin produce can be bou^nt by the florist very ctiefcply.
By specialized, buying ana by buyinjji, in volume, tuany tiiiies tirie
florist cttn purciriase tuerchfanaise at a low cost, bna pass the
savings alona, to the consumer in tine form of rec.uced prices.
Sometimes, special oraers may be placea for a certain
type of rtre flower wnicln is aesirea for sentimental reasons.
Tinis is sometimes the case for funeral c<.esi»ins. ihe florist
must be on his toes to g,et these special flowers when neeaea.
Also, on flower holidays, special flowers are handlea for only
that holiday, (for example, pomsettias on Christmas). These
special aemanas must be Known ana catereo to by tne florist in
nis purchasing.
The flower buyer himself must be a very capable mai-
vidual. He must have a gooa ceal of technical jcnowled^jC and
iinow the various peculiar characteristics of each flower ae is
purchasini5 for resale. He must Know all the trade secrets on
the hanolmi^, ana jud^inw, of flowers. ffor exaiiiple, to aetermine
the freshness of chrysanthemums, the buyer presses the petals
against his cheeK, If the flower is fresh, the petals will
spring, bacK. jinotner example is Easter Lilies, as when the
flower gets ola, the blossom gets translucent ana filmly looting.
LlKewise, when red roses get ola, they turn a bluish tint. All
this technical Knowleae^e must be at the florist's fing^er tips ana
be almost secona nature to him.
A disadvantage to the buyer's job is that it starts
tI
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very early in the mornm^,. In tlrie Boston Marictet, the atiy
stbrts bt 7 A.M. Lifeny buyers clisliKe this, ana sowe florists
refuse to coaie iii early to the inarKet, They come m later m
the tnornitu^ ana choose I'roiu the proc.uce which is left. Such
a practice is hardy to be recouiiuenaea however.
Besio-cs beiJifc, able to tell real quality, ana being
a quicii thinKer, it is also probfcbly helpful when a buyer be-
coaies good frienas with the growers ana commission mercnants.
Not only will they refrain from trying to "sticic" tHe florist,
but they will also give hitn preference v/hen certain stocKs are
limited and the buyer is having difficulty obtainint^ certain
Items. Without question, at such times, the florist's contacts
with the growers become very valuable. Many buyers have aevel-
opea almost a "sixth sense" in their Judgement in buyirig ana can
'•smell" out the mariset m their judgement of the amount of stocK
available, the price range, the quality of certain stoctcs, etc.
Generally, however, such judgement seems to aevelop only after
years of trading and buying flowers,
Obtaining H^nergency StocKs
Where a gooa deal of the florist's purchases are made
from hana to mouth, it might be expectea that a great cefal of em-
ergency stocKS woula constantly have to be bou£,ht. In actual
practice, however, this is not necessarily true. The exper-
ienced buyer gets so that he estimates his needs very accurately.
Very specifcd, unusual merchandise is generally ordered aays'or
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even weeKs in hclvfance by the customer, (white orchids for a
wedain*,) , There are occasions, however, when aacitional pro-
auce IS needed to fill fc special neea or rush oraer ano. the
florist IS faced with the problem of getting emergency stockc.
far as the city florist is concernea, the prob-
lem IS easily solvec. He can quicKly arive over to the market
or to the wholesale house ana picK up whatever he neeas. Some
florists use the wholesfclers to purchase supplies which they
otherwise very seldom use. For example, the tvera^e rettiler
has little or no neec to carry certain colurs of riboon (such
as "ice-blue") . If the florist carried every shaae ana color,
the inventory cost involved would be very large. Therefore,
when he gets an oraer with an unusual aeinand for a special color
riDbon, the florist gets It from the wholesaler who nas a complet.e
stocK of all shades and colors.
Sometimes the city florist gets emergency stociis from
his fellow florists. Of course, there are some florists m the
industry who would not help a so called competitor, but the major-
ity of the florists will be willing to hel^. a fellovv florist out
m an emergency. The trucfccmen are also sometimes usea by the
city florist m an effort to obtain some special types of em-
erg,ency stocics.
V/hen wc come to the resiaential florist, we find that
he also gets some produce from fellow florists when they have
such stoctc available. probably ais most frequent methoa, how-
ever IS to cfell the wholesaler ana have him ship the merchanaise
1
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out, to hi(u by way of Rtilwty Express. in most cases, if the
Xlorist lives witiiiii forty or fifty miles from the wholesaler,
he Cc n ,^et the e;ooas the sbuic day that he calls for tiioui. If
there are any nearby w^rowers, the residential florist raifei;ht
^et the proauce from him. If the resiuental florist is located
m a secondary shopping area of a lar^e city, he will ^et his
emergency stocks m the saxne methoos mentionea for the city
florist previously.
The fc^rower retailer may be able to supply nis own
stoclts from the gret-nuouses. In other cases he may telephone
the wholesaler in a nearby city and t^et tne flowers or supplies
by Railway Express, as the resiaential florist does. In some
cases, the grower retailer may also get stocK from the tructcmen
who handle special types of produce and supplies.
Of course, the problem of the florist is to buy enough
to cover his neecs without over buying. Many times the need
for immeGifate emergency stocK can be av%oided by substituting
v/ith the flowers and supplies on hand. If however, the customer
has definate ideas on the subject, it might not prove wise to
attempt substitution. It would all depend on the customer and
tae particular situation.
E. problem of Qver-StocKing
A rule of thumb that many florists follow is to buy a
little sciort rather than too much of the hi«,h pricea, perishable,
Items. For example, if a florist finds that he generally s»lJ.s
only about one orchid a day, he is better off to have only one
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or two orctiias on h'ana at tiny one tiuie, rbther th'an stoctcing
up on tnis niei,n ^ricau it«si£i, because some day tie migiht sell tinree
of tinem. Most florists buy from nanct to uiouth because of the
extreme perishability of their proaucts. Because of this, the
florist aoes not g^eneraliy have too much overstociiing,. He aoes
have to Keep aQequate stocbc on hana, however, not only to fill
oraers, but to give prospective purchasers enough stocti to choose
from. Therefore, no matter how carefully he buys, he will have
some surpluses on hand most of the time. Most of these surpluses
can be usea up in funeral worK as they can be fillea into the
massive arr anjj^ements. A few florists give some of their sur-
pluses away to hospitals but this is a rare practice. In gen-
eral, the problem of over stocKin^ is not too important because
of the hana to mouth buying ana because surpluses can be used
up m aesign worii or by taKing raariidowns.
The marKoown problem is important to the rettiler.
MarKdowns reouce his profit, but they t^re somethint^ thfct the
florist has to be taKing constantly. The florist has to tatce
mar^aowns to ge'^- ric. of surpluses. Also, because the proauce is
so perishable, not only the weather, but the mere passing of time,
effects the flowers. In a few days most of the flowers start
to open up, are no long,er considered as first grade merchanaise,
so the price must be cut so that the florist can ^et ria of this
proauce. As a general rule, marKaovms must be taKen so that the
cut IS large enough so that the price of that merchandise v/ill be
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of interest to a i^roup of persons wno were not mteresteci. m
It fat tne ori^intil price. (1) It is probably fclso true tnat
rnarKdowns should, be taKen early. To quote an oia retailing, ex-
pression, "You can't eat tneoi", so if the value of the luercnan-
Ciise is lessenea aue to its quality or price, tne uu riiaown
snoula be taKen, ana ta^^en fast. Otherwise, there is a g,ooa
Chance of being stuctc with the laerchancil se which v/ill probcbly
result m ttie aumping of the prociuce with no value received for
the flowers at all.
A large cause of laarKdowns comes from the seasoriable
ae.ana for certain merchandise. Some flowers ana plants become
almost valueless after the season or flower holiday is over. A
gooa exaraple of this is E^ister iilies. luiiaediately after jiaster
Sunaay, the value of Easter lilies arops consiaerably . fhe only
way to sell the plants is to tatce hu^e martcaowns on any such
stoci£ left after the holiuay.
The method of announcing the inariidov/ns will depena Ujjon
the type of store and their promotional ana sales policies. A
shop selling on a jjrice basis, v/ill be able to capitalize on its
marKdowns ana promote such reductions in a vivia way, stressing
the price appeal. in the conventional flower shop, the marttaowns
could be used as a leader in the window to araw people into the
store or it coula be used simply to sell maiviauais who ao not
.(1) Duncan ^ phillips, Retailing, principl e s & Methods , (Chicago:
Richard D. Irwm, Inc., 1947), p.350
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.want to pay the hi«,her prices for the rci^ular merchanaise.
In any case, the reason i"or the icartiiaown shoula be
maae Known to the customer. If it is not first v^rade merch-
anaise, the customer shoulc be mforraea Xtiht they are t,etting
"seconds" or "slightly openea" flowers. If it is seasonable
merchandise, it should be called to the attention of the buyer,
that It IS an "after Easter marKdown". Not only will this pre-
vent misrepresontbtion, but it will also explain to the consumer
why he or she can buy the merchanaise at the cheaper price than
the regular proauce.
Unfortunately, there are no figures available as to
the dollar value of uiaricdowns tatten by florists. It is Known
nowever, that it is an important problem of the florist anu one
that contributes to his cost of doing business. MarKaowns are
reflectea in either his sales figure (if the goods have been
sola) or m his present inventory figure (if the ^oods have not
as yet been sold). At any rate, it is a factor that contributes
to the reduction of his net profit for the period.
I1
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CHAPTER SIX
RETAIL FLORIST RECORD KEEPING
Ttie typas of Recoras Neeaea
Perioaic invontroy control is necessfciry btfcause it
g,ives tae xlorist a cirunce to aiscover Inis slow inuvin^ items
hna to mfc-Ke plans to get them ofx iais stielves. It also nelps
Him to clfiecK on essential sup^jlies liKe wire, ribbon, paper ana
parafilra. The ctiectcing of the inventory is also valuable as the
rate of turnover may be aiscoverea. This rate cannot very well
be used to compare it with the turnover rates of other stores as
unfortunately, surveys of inventory turnover of flower shops ao
not present any accurate figures. In a 1940 survey, turnover of
100 florists ana nurserymen was 3.7 times a year. This figure
IS of little value because the nurserymen's inventory is entirely
different from than of the retail florist.
The retailer cari use his turnover figure, however, to
compare it with operations of previous years. Although some be-
lieve that b hig.i turnover rate is unmistakably t favorable m-
Glcation, Its importance may be exaggerated. High turnover can
mean that the florist is concentrating on small stocics of fast
moving merchandise. The possible aanger here is the loss of sales
when the stocK is exhaustea, failure to provide a wide enough
variety of items for discerning customers, and too much emphasis
on tne low markup staples, with little emphasis on the ni^h markup
specialty items. On the other hana, an inventory that turns pver
too slowly may be weighted down with an overabundance of slow items
i
lai
wtiicin noi only tie up tine florist's worKiriv^ capital, but also
cause ttxcessivtr uiarKdowns and spoilas^e aue to tine init-jCily per-
ishability of the raercnandise.
The avera^,© florist iieeps two ttmas of inventory.
There is the inventory of his merchandise hs is offerinti; for
resale, anu there is the inventory of his supi>lies such as
ribbons, v;ire, paper, piciis, boxes, etc. v^enerally, a visual
inventory is Kept of supplies. That is, the inventory is checK-
ec. only by observation. When using a number 18 wire, the ae-
signer finas that he is aovrn to his last box, so he oraers some
more. When it comes to the actual proauce to be resola, most
florist shops today, do not htvo cny formal methoa of inventory
control. In most shops, the owner of the store is viorii.±n^
right along v/ith the employees so that he aoes not have to
worry about the employee's aishonesty. Because of the perish-
ability of the proauce, it is very aifficult to neep a running
inventory ana to matte a recora of eacn flower that is sola.
Therefore, the smaller shops tCeep no formal inventory system,
except that an experienced man can looK at his stocK, and quickcly
decide what to buy and what he has solo auring the day.
In Spite of the difliculties involved, however, the
larc^er florists do eceep an inventory system. Where the owner
is not around to v/atcti his stocK carefully, and where a lare,e
volume of business is done, the owner finds thtt he must K;eep
some system of control, or he will soon be out of business. '
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These larger snops Keep a unit systeru of control whereby every
iDornmii;, they list tne stocK ori hina of each type tna variety*
of produce. As flowers arc taicon froiji the refri£,erator to be
sola, the number of flowers ta£<.en are written aown on a aaily
sheet. Along siae of the merchandise tatcen is written the
oraer for which the flowers were usea, Ji'or example, "sales
order #234, eiii,ht, 9" reo roses," At the close of the aay«s
business, the sfcles orders are checkea against this inventory
record to determine where the produce has actually gone aur-
ing tne day. Also, all the units soxo. are aeaucted from the
inventory of produce at the beginm^ of the day. The total
left is checked against the amount of stocfcc left m the re-
frigerator or plants on the counter, to fma the shortat,es,
Generally some breakage ana shrini!cag,e is founa m this per-
ishable stocK almost every day,
Florist Unit Inventory Control System
UNIT /A>V£WT<0/?y COMtROL
9 INCH xfJcH
( Figure iaeven )
i
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BesiQes ttie inventory systems, florists uiust also Keep souio
sort of system to ceterinine nis profit, ana recoras to enable
hiin to uiatce oat profit and loss statements ana balance slrieets.
The larger establishments many times use a regular aouble entry
booicKeeping system, but many of the smaller retailers fina that
they Qo not have enough business to warrent the hiring of a
bouKKeeper. These florists have neither tne tuie nor the in-
clination to Keep elaborate sets of bouKs, ana therefore try to
Keep as little records as possible.
Here these florists use different variations of single
entry booKeepin^; proceedures. The main record is the cash booK
and the only other asset account Kept is the accounts receivable.
Sometimes this account is Kept m the form of a card index witn
the record of each customer's purchases bein^ recorded on one
of these cards. The same sort ox system is followed through
witn accounts payable, while some simply Keep the bills received
from creditors, as their only record. While these systems are
simple ana inexpensive to operate, it aoes not £;ive the florist
too much information to «,o on for purposes of analysis of his
operations.
B. Typical profit and Loss Statements
On the foliowinfei page is a typical profit and loss
statement of 50 profitable florists tcKon from a survey by the
Florists Telegraph Delivery Association, Inc. , during the year
'1939. The difficulty of this survey is that it is ten years^
old and also the sample is very small as it consists only of
i
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Florists - Operating Ratios
Prepared for publication by Anne Dienstl Cotton,
Distribution Cost Unit, Marketing Division.
The average operating ratios shown were furnished through the courtesy
of the organization indicated at the bottom of the table. The Department of
Commerce assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of material from private
sources.
Average Operating Ratios - 1939
(Percent of net sales)
Net Sales 100.0
Cost of Merchandise
Cut Flowers and Plants 37.0
Accessories and Supplies 6 .
0
43.0
Gross Margin 57.0
Expenses
:
Wages and Salaries 20.0
Delivery 3.0
Advertising 3.0
Insu ranee .6
Interest .5
Wrapping Supplies ^ 1.5
Office Supplies- .5
Postage .5
Express and Cartage Out .2
Light and Refrigeration 1.3
Taxes 1.0
Telephone and Telegraph .6
Rent 5.0
Depreciation 1.2
Traveling and Legal .3
Commissions to Agents 1.0
Clearing House Expense .3
Commissions on FTD Incoming 1.0
Donations .5
Reserve Charge for Bad Debts .5
Miscellaneous Expense 1,5
Total 44.0
Net Profit 13.0
Source: Florists Telegraph Delivery Association, Inc., 484 E. Grand Blvd.,
Detroit 7, Mich.
This survey shows the operating results of 50 florists. All were
profitable firms, and these ratios are useful as goal figures. Average
profits were 13 percent of sales. Of the total amount taken in, 44 percent
was paid out for the various items of expense, 37 percent for cut flowers
and plants, and 6 percent for accessories and supplies.
— ( Plgurr Twelve )

fifty concerns. Ti^it? coiripfcinies clnosen v;ere tii profitable
firms bna they were til uiembors of tne FTD, wlnicti matces the
figures ana percenta^jes somewhat reliabie as «,oal figures.
A| any rate, it ^j^lves some maication of wriat the
operating ratios might possibly be. Accoring to these sta-
tistics, the cost of the goods sold, averages 43;^. in this
figure are included the actual purchase price of the cut
flowers and plants, the accessories anc supplies that become
part of the product, such as ribbons ana wires, and the cost
of shortages, marKdowns, and shrinkage of the merchanaise.
Since cost plus maricup equals the selling price, there is an
average raariiup of 57/^ on the sellini^, price or a markup of
132.56;^ on the cost. This aoes not mean that every shop does
this, but It gives so.fle inaication that the avert^^e mariiup of
these 50 shops, which were supposea to be reprsentative of the
more successful florist m 1939, was 57%. Some shops that
cater to a higher class traae ao nave a markup on selling
price of from 50 to 100 or even 150%, Qn the other hana, the
averae>e smaller florist has a mtrKup of probably even less
than 50^,
in addition, it is iraportfcnt to point out that on in-
dividual merchandise, different marKups are obtainea. A small
markup is gotten on cut flowers while larger raarKups are gotten
on design merchandise such as funeral worK, due to the time and
effort expended in the aesign wori£,
Tnis survey indicated tnat the florist haa a net pro-
I/
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fit of 13/& of sales. TaKHisx, iais fiv->ure as correct, for the
luooient, v/oulci not necessarily indicate the success or pro^^res-
siveness of the florist. This percentage moans little until
It IS couipareQ with the amount of net sales tno florist (oaKes.
For example, if the florist only has a sales volume of $10,000
a year, this v/oula i^ive the florist only ;3;1300 a year profit,
or the glorious weeiiiy salary of ^25.
Dun ana Braastreet tooii a survey of actual experiences
of florist shops ana nursery operators before the war. Unfor-
tunately, these might be aistorted figures because the nursery
operators' problems are not similar to that of the retail flor-
ist. The percentages are basea upon averages of the profitable
Expense Item Expense as i\pprox.^ Expenses with the annual sales
% of Sales $10,000 5^15,000 #20,000 ^30,000
Cost of the Goods Sola 40.6 1 4,060 % 6,090 % 8,120 ^12,180
Owner's Salary 16.0 1,600 2,400 3 , 280 4,920
Etflployees' Wages 16.4 1,640 2,460 3 , 200 4,800
Uccupancy( rent , light) 6.5 650 975 1,300 1,950
Advertising 1.5 150 225 300 450
Baa Debt Losses 0.6 60 90 120 180
Other Expenses 11.6 1,160 1,740 2,320 3480
Totals 93.25^ $9,320 $13,980 ^18,640 $27,960
Net profits 6.8 680 1,020 1,360 2,040
Net Sales 100. Ojg 10,000 $15,000 $20,000 ^30,000
concerns, and have been applied to various annual sales volumes
to derive average dollar expenses for those volumes. These
(1) Table aevelopea from survey by Dun & Bradstreet by the
Technical advisory service of the Dept. of Commerce, m
pamphlet published in philaaelphi a, pa,, July, 1946.
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percentages nave tne limitations of avera^^es and no one florist
will necessarily accurately conform witn tnem. Also no infor-
mation is available on how big tne survey was, how it was taKen,
etc. However, tne figures presentea on the previous pa«,e aii^nt
prove to be some sort of a fc^uiae.
The florist should, operate on an expense control bua-
get. He snould start with a forecast of sales and estimate the
amount of money he will need to meet expenses. For example, if
he forecasts sales to be ^20,000, the cost of the gooas to be
sold woula be about $8,000, giving a gross margin of about ;i^l2,000,
i'Toia this figure, the expenses must be taiien out before a profit
can be realized. If a hiw,her mariiup and therefore a higher gross
mtrtjin can be anticipatea, more can be allowed for expenses ana
a profit will stili be allowed for. If, however, tne cVertge
gross margin is expected to be lower, soiue expense items must be
reaucea to ijaintam a profit.
Survey reports of Dun 6c Braastreet indicate that the
gross margin ratios among florist shops varied widely, ringing
anywhere from 51.6^ to 74.1^ of sales. Ttie expenses must be
tai£en out of this gross margin figure, For example, it may be
found that employee's wages are running to 20% of sales, com-
pared with the 16.4,/(9 in the table. If other iteiiis of expense
are low enough to compensate, the average net profit ctn still
be maae. If, on the otuer nana, the other items are also nign,
the net profit can quicicly disap^^ear, and the allowance for the
owner's salary may shrintc below living requirement.
I
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This SI taction ii" not remecieo. leaos to ai sappebrtince ox ctp-
Itbi fctna to failure. Ttie purpose of trie previous fii^ures is*
merely to use tinem as sort ol" a i^uiae in aetermininii, il and
way one florist is more profitable tnan anotlier. It a^ivc some
indication if tine expenses are in line. If ttiey are not, i\
uoes not necessarily mean ttiat trie expenses sUuula but cut, but
It does uean that trie florist srioula be aware of it. For exam-
ple if trie wa^es rie pays seem to be too much, or more tnan trie
normal, it may be triat rie has to pay riiii;her wag^es as the labot
market m nis town forces mm to pay more than tne "normal,"
Insteaa of comparini^ nis operations with thot of only
other florists, frequently the retailer compares his monthly or
yearly operations with previous records. That is, using, inter-
nal recoras only, the florist maKea an attempt to analyze nis
ratios over a period of ti;ije. He is intercsteG la tcnowin^, how
tuis yet^r's operation compares witri last years'. Then, of course
he must brin^ m outsice catta sucn as ^.eneral business conditions
competition, local conaitions, etc. in oraer to justify the re-
sults of his past ana present operations.
Q. Mortality of Retail Shops
It has been estimatea by a survey that over 15;^ of all
new florists fail within the first year, over 50> fare out of bus-
iness by the ena of tde thira year, ana only one out of six suc-
ceeds m setting, established permanently on a profitt-ble basis.
0.)
(1) Telegraph Delivery Spirit, aatea October 1946.
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Accorairiti to Dun & Brbtistretft
,
growers ao not iruve as many
failures m proportion to their numbers as qo retail shops. -
l)u.riiiu, tne fist nine iQoritns ol" 1946, tnere were only ten fail-
ures of u;reeninouses
,
nurseries, ana lanasctpe ^araeniricx, en-
terprises. These failures had a total airjount of liabilities
of $1,365, ©00, averai-,inji, liabilities of |136,500, a far cry
from the small operations of the averti^e retailer. Dun & Brad-
street further notes that more than lO/o of tnose who failea,
were concerns that naa been establishea within the preceamg
three years. (1) It seems that the newer firms comprise the
bulK of the failures.
ivlost failures in the retail florist fiela tre QUe to
a lacK of technical Knowled£,e anu experience m hanolmg; flowers,
insufficient amount of capital, ana a I'cCis. of ^ood jua^ement m
buym^i, ana selling. (2) A way of reaucmg tnese failures is
through proper education. The ola system of appreniiceship is
no longer acceptable to ^.ain florist skills. Inaiviauals who
wish to become; retail florists may novi go to one ^f the f±oral
schools Ijcatea in the major cities throughout the country. One
such school, for example, offers a six montu course in floral
designing ana retail shop management, (3)
(1) Letter to writer from Dun & Braastreet , aatea May 31, 1949
(2) "Careers in Retail Business Ownership", by R. SnostecK,p. 322.
(3) The Rittner School of Floral Design, 357 Charles Street,
Boston, Mass, , with which the author has been associatea.
I
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D. griti c ism of tne Industry
It woulo be erroneous to ^ivts tne imuression that
tne inaustry fas n whole is fa nij-jhiy prot^ressive one. It is
true tnfat wHen it comes Lo tne factufcO. Qosie,!^ worti, tne llorists
fare constantly aevelopint, new icefas, new aesi£,ns, fcna new iflethoas
of creatm^; bcoutiful ana satisfying^ floral fart worit. These new
designs are cojjieG ana improvea on by competing florists soon
after they htve been mtroaucea to the inaustry. The inaivia-
ufal florist lefcrns of the new aesit,ns aiia art worii of others
by observing; competitor's worK fat public functions, through,
the trfaae magazines, fana throu^^h the traae shows hela per-
loaicolly in fall sections of tne country.
When It comes to merchanai sin^^ methoas however, many
critics point out that the inaustry as a whole is bfacKwara.
Florists as a group are especially critizeG m their methoas
of pricing, promotion, ana selling. Every trtae magfczine,
every floral ors^anization , at every trfaae snow, ana at practl-
cfally every meeting, of florists, the topic of aiscussion is
largely that of improving the "ola fasnionea" methoas of oier-
chanaising, of florist's unattractive shops, of florists ig-
noring tne mass martet, etc. possibly some of the criticism
IS unwarranted. To merely "moaernize" tne inaustry overni«,ht
without considering the laarKet or other factors wouia be purely
foily. But IS is probauly true that the florists as a group are
conservative ana are slow to change their ways of doing business.
II
J
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CHiiPT2U VII
NEW TRiilNlBS MU A LOOK AT THE i'UTURE
A number of muaern laeas are continousiy cotuirig, oat
in the field. A streamlineci, self-service flower cisjjenser
hbs recently coiiie oat on tHe iiiartcet. It Delivers a pfccKfcui,e
containing flowers at ttie press of a button, accoramt, to tine
5'ro steel Fooo. 0'i'./!lat Inc. , tfie producer of tne macnine. This
new Qispenser is Known as tue "Plower Q'Mat". The ajachme has
fa blacic cabinet ana its actual flower-pacKa^jea contents arc
Gisplayea unaer fluorescent lighting. A space for insertion of
price ta-jS is proviaed unaer the oblong, pacKat>e aisplay win-
aow. Flowers come out by means of a slot locateo near the bot-
tom of the mfc'Chme. The unit is fully equippea with coin mech-
anism and maintains, by refrigeration, the aesirea temperature
for flowers. A customer merely presses a button ana out arops
the selected pactcai-,e. The aispenser is aesii->nea to stimulate
the sale of single flowers, in attractive packages, for immea-
late Wear.
Flowers ana fashions in women^s clothing, are becoming
insepartibly ImKec. m the public mma. (1) The ic.ea of flowers
for the laay to suit her coloring, ana features have become ac-
cepted by many people, ana some even aemanc flowers to suit
"Their personality". This laea has been played up to some ex-
tent especially by some city florists, ana many women consumers
(1) The Florist Review , aatea November 11, 1948.
II
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are aelitjhLed with the laefa tntX taeir ptsrsonality is ex-
pressea by tx certain Tluwer. Tine idea is ttiLt certc in flowers
appeal to us more thha others because they personiTy traits
we, ourselves, possess. Henry 3?enn, a leading florist of
Boston, says thtt in his experience, he has found thJvt people
can be easily juaged by the selection of flowers tncy mfafcce,
psychiatric <-i at^nosti clans say that flowers are
symbols ana much about the personality can be aeterramed by
the choice of flowers. (1) The choice of lily of the Volxtry,
sweetheart roses, ana f orfc,et-me-not s indicate daintiness,
chry santhemus ana bird of pfcrtaise inaicates a aynamic quality,
while the violet, Mayflower and wallflower inaicfctes shyness.
Cool aloofness is expressed by the peony, tna by' the choice of
lilies, tulip ana aahlia, while warmhearteoness is shown by tne
picbLin^, of most roses. uentleness is indicatea by the sweet pe<^
thoughtfulness by the pansy, ana sophistication by the ^tr-
aenia, spray orchia, ana the camellia. Aristocracy is shown
by the re^jf^'l lily, ana tne lon^ stemmed Aaerican beauty rose.
The frienoly person taKes the jonquil, saaness is expressea
by i-he bleedint-, heart, fuschia, 'ana columbine, while stiffness
IS shown by the aelphinium, fcna the goaetia. Fetoininity is ex-
pressed by baby ' s-breath, and Illy of the valley, masculinity
by the carnation ana the aessert spoon, while sensuality is ex-
pressed by the lotus, the rea rose, biia the dee^er-hued orchias. (2)
(1) "Daisies do Tell", Americ an lv:b^azine ,Mfcty 1949, James ]?. Bender,
Ph.D. , Director of the Nat*l Instit. for Human Keli- tions
(2) Ibid
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li IS not luehn't tntt trie avei a^e florist sBnoulc
becodie Lti aifl&teur psyclrjolotiist , or ttibt even trie cnoice ol
aiTferent flowers really maicfc-te c.ny scientific K.nowleae<,e
about one's personality. However, as long as people are
flatterec and en^oy trie idea tdat tue personfolity of trie in-
diviQual aemands a certcm flower, ana as lon^, as itiadaine
deiiianas freesia (youtciful sweetness)
,
the florist shoula be
aware of triis trena ana cater to it. It is probably trie feel-
ing of ^indiviauals triat tney can be aifferent from trie average
ana it ^ives them souie feeling of inaiTiauali ty so ttiat there
is an appeal m this idea ana they want "their flower."
Dated flowers have been tried by at least one firm.
The "ariston" method is sponsored by the United Cut Flower Co,,
Inc, , of New Yortc City. Their tflethoo is to have the ^jrower cut
the flowers when either they are in full size bua or m the
early flov/erint^ perioa, ccpenamg on the type. After condi-
tioning by the i^rower, the flowers are shippea as rapioly as
possible to the martiet. The Ariston aated seal is attacned
to the selectea top quality flowers on the dbj of their ar-
rivel. Then they £,0 to the retailer carrying the seal which
IS dated for two days m aavance. when sola by the retailer
durin^ the two day perioa, the flowers are quaranteed to be
fresh and give tnaxiaiu flower enjoyment. The laea here is that
the flowers arc aatea li^ve coffee or other perishable ^ooas.
Because the produce would be brandea, ana because there would
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be fa suarantee oi" irestiness ana quality, a better jjrice coula
be oSeced for trie flowers. THe "inigfier class" flower shops, ao
not prefer to push a brano. as tney would raiher boust tlrieir own
names. Some accepttnce nas come from florists caterir% to tirie
medium brackets, but wiae acceptance of the laea Irias not, as
yet, becoffiC apparent, (1)
Sometnms^ tbfct is merely in the eXj^eriu.ental staj£,es
is canned flowers. A note m a recent issue of a manufactur-
in^ news sheet states that I/utch scientists have been experi-
menting with sealec. cans as shipping, containers for flowers.
The cans are sealed unaer pressure with a preservative i-,as
(possibly carbon aioxiae.) An experimental shipment from liol-
lana to South Africa rtquirea three weelss, anc arrived m fresh
condition, Sometninb, worth while mi^jht be aeveloped from this
project in the future.
Peter Ball of New Yoric has set up an orjaanization
Known as Hospital Flowers, inc. This organization is a self-
service flower business m the lobbies of New YorK hosi^itals.
The sales fl«,ure for 194b was |50,000. Ball has aispltys in
11 hospitals. Visitors maKe tneir choice on the way in (^2.50
for a simple corsage, $15 for a fancy miniature garaen) ; either
tciey pay the hospitaJ. cashier, or simply sign their name ana
aaaress to tne price tag for billing later. Ball says that
(1) Paul Pergafccis of Ariston, Inc., "Datea Flowers," Sale s
Management, Vol. 50:2, lv\ay 1, 194 2.
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this tionor-sys tern v/uicn uas been set up lor Lue buyer's con-
venience, has never once betn vioifateu. Ball hanales inis bus-
iness from a aistance-tie says ne is alierg;ic to flowers.
Tomtny LuKe, a leaaint^ florist m portlana, ure^aon
nas blenaed rnusic and flowers m sucn a manner tntt satisfies
his custoiners ana increasec. the efficiency of this employees.
Soft chamber music is prsentea, a soothing mtani^ible for those
in bereavement and a romantic btctccrop for tne others seeiiint;
flowers at LuKe's shop. The system is proviaea by the ueneral
Music Service of portlajria, wnich selects the music and senas
It into the shop from a aowntown studio. Another innovation
of Lute's IS the corsage bar. The bar m his shops is similar
to a cocKtail bar, except the customer sits at tne bar while
the btrtenaer mixes up (mattes) a corsaw>e msteaa of a cocittail.
This way, tne customer can see ana caoose for himself the
flowers ana styles aesired m his or uer corsage v/nile it is
in the process of being maae.
Also in tne future, tue air aelivery of flowers will
probtjbly become more luiportant. At present, aj.r trtnsports
fly m millions of flowers from Hawaii ana tne vVest coast. Only
one woman m five m tuis country has ever haa an Orcnia. (1)
By flying in orchids by the thousanas, the price Vvill be brou£,ht
aown until every woman can have an orchio. at least once a year.
(1) "The flowers j'ly iiast", Saturday ILv enin^ post , Vol. 221,
August 7, 1948, p. 32-33.
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Some o^tiiiiisLic retiixers ere tciiiinis fabout oraeiiri^ I'lowers
by air Irouj fcll over tkie worla. It woulo t^ive tne couple wuo
htja spent taeir honcyojoon m Honolulu a ^reat ttirill to be
bble to oraer frouj taeir local florist, a piKfatci lei whicH
woula be flown m from Honolulu, it luay be possible souietiiues
in the future to order orcliids from Lonaon aeliverea to fc party
in Cfcilifornia, or tulips from Holxand. Sometiiie m the future
It may be routine to present to the public, blossoii.6 thi t will
come from all over the globe.
Only froifl about tnree to five percent of the retailer's
business are oraers for flowers for enjoytaent m tae hoiue, (1)
Mr. Krone believes that the Key to seliint^ uiore for this iiiarKet
IS in snowing, the Afflerict-n housewife that flowers contribute to
her family's morale, if the housewife is shown that fluwers will
contribute very considerably to her family »s prestige m the
coinoiunity, she will buy flowers for the houie, u,t, KDono states
that funeral flowers are consiaerea essential only because
people have been "eaucateG" to the fact thtt it is saiart or cor-
rect to use flowers for funerals ana it has becouie a custom^ He
further points out that flowers for tae noaje can be i£Vj.a m the
same way, by eaucatin^ the consuQier that it. is smart to nave
flowers in the hoaie as it will raise her family's presti«;e. They
can realxy impress other ^^eople, v.'tiich la a powerful motivat-
ing factor. |.;r. Krone's approach may be important in the future
(1) Paul R. Krone, prof, of iaichifc;an State COUcfee, in talK at
1948 National TD3 Mettmg
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sellin^, Ox cuL i'io'Wers trte aouie.
xlrie Kwii.cst.eui uorn^jfany oi otm iTancisco, Cfcilifornifc
in^ve G.evcflope?a a very Vctlutbie laacliiae xor use lusice flower
stiops in tae proouctiori of funeral aesi«;ns. It is b stemaiiny;
macliine wciicn cuts tne stem off the flower, wires it, ana ties
b pomteu sticK on tint- ena of it, all utouiatically , finis re-
leaves tae florist from tine berring ana time consuming tasii of
wiring by nana. However, tne macnine costs ^250 ana nas been
found to be really valuable only when tne florist Inas a lar^e
volume of funeral worK every day. ?or these lar^e vol--:uie flor-
ists, tnis macinine is aefmately a time saver as well as an
economical aevice as it relefcves the aesi^ner from tiriis routine
tasti so tn; t tie can spena more of ttie available ti.ue m actual
aesi^ning, test takccn last year by tne florist Telegraph Del-
ivery Association showea that even a siiilxea laborer coula not
Keep up with the KwiKstem machine m spend for more than a
short period of time.
Finally we come to probably the most important moaern
trena that will possibly effect tue florist's operations one
way or the otner m tue near future; pre-pacKa^ing, The pre-
pacKat^ing of cut flowers, liKe tir aelivery, is not, strictly
speaking,, a new aevelopment. It has been experimentea with to
some extent aurin^, tne past ten or fifteen years. prepfccKa^int^
IS btsea upon arrestin^^ t.ie respiration, transpiration, and
metabolic rate m oraer to retara maturation of the cut flowfers.
I
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Box of pre-
pacKfctg,e(l flowers
Ttiis IS tiCcomplislieQ by sealiriu; tne flowers in a limitea Sjjfaco
under nit<,l:i Hutniai ty , in waicn tne ctirbon dioxiae e;i7en off m
respiration increases m concentration in tne atmosptiere en-
closea. Ttie maturation is furtner retardea by storage at
temperatures of 38 to 42 dete;rees Ftihrenlieit . (1)
Ohio State nas betn very
tctive m tnis fielQ ana tias set up a
martcet researcii project in pactcat^ea
flowers. An ore^auization callea the
plora-paK Researcn Corporation has
starteo. to luarixet tnis new aevelopuient
on an experimental basis. At present,
they sell approximately 1600 pacitafc,es
a month. The flowers are purchased
from ^rowers and tnen are processed by
a four man pacfcJagin^ team. This crew
averages about 50 to 100 pacKa^es per
hour aependiht^ upon the type of flowers
beinj^ pactca^ed. The cost is approximately
(J'li-.ure Thirteen) lOsZ, of which the labor accounts for
from 4 to 50, the cellophane 1(2, ana the carton 4 to 5(2.
The Selling; prices are aerivea by taKin,^ tne cost
(1) Plorist Telegraph Delivery i^ews, datea October, 1946,
(I
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price oi Lne flowers, inulaairi^i, Treif^irit clnar^es, plus IO0
pacK:ai-,iii^ ciriar^-jC, bfic. then Hdain^ 15-20> for the cost of
hancG-in^ tmu profit. l^or extunple, h pactta^e m which the
flowers cost 300, would receive a lOd pacKa^mg Charlie, raaKing,
$1 f ana woulQ. sell for about #1.25 at retail. The ^oxicy of
operation has been to maintain a satisfactory grower jjrice
throughout the year on all types of cut flowers ana drop prices
only when gluts develop. Two types of retail outlets have been
useQ, retail fluv/er shops, aiia supenabriiets. Here are the re-
sults of the flower snops' operation. (1) There was an est-
ablishment of a definitely increasea suiijuier cut flower sales
volUifle, with increasea sales ranging from '100-300;;^ in soine out-
lets. Also, there was an establishment of a definite following
among consumers for this type of flower, often refusing to
accept any other. there was an increased store traffic ana this
resulted in stimulation of sales of aliiea lines. Pmaliy,
there was the establishment of retailer acceptance, by the re-
tailers m this test.
In tne test of eight supermarKets where no service
was offered and the prepacLcat^ea flowers were displayed m self-
service refrigerated counters, there was a airect correlation
between the location of the store as regards to income s^roup
and the volume sola. Without aavertismg, 65-75 units per store
(1) "Prepactcaging of cut flowers", material sent to writer
by Alex Lfcurie, prof, of ojloriculture, Ohio State University
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per weeK were sola on an ttveras^e. Mr. Ltiurie is hi^ti entnu-
siastic about pre-pacfccaginij, basec on tnis liinitea test. There
IS a ^rowiot^ prcvoleace of open-faced, refri^^eratea, self-service
cabnets in ciiain stores, departiflent stores, and super-marKets
,
and Laurie believes that flowers coula be sold in lar^e quan-
tities in these cabinets as easily as the meats, and veti;etables.
By selling through super inarKets, consuiuers woula
be reaciiea who never before were flov/er buyers. The cunsuuier
benefits m that ne or sine is assured better quality and fresher
fluvvers at lower xjrices. Entnusiasts of prepacKa^ing, say that
the reti-il florist v/ill benefit m two ways. j?irst, m selling
tne prepacxat^ed flowers, the florist will fc;et time ana space
economy as well as aaaea tiuie to dispose of a perishable pro-
duct thct maKes merchanai sint; profitable. Secondly, by having
other outlets selling flowers, people will become more flower
conscious, more flowers will be purchased, and a whole new
group of people will become consumers of flowers. xiowever,
in a survey taten by Dun ana Bradstreet, it was found that
most florists reacted negatively to the prepackaging idea.
They view witn alarm the laea of tde sale of cut flowers through
super markets, as they feel that even thougn tnis raeaium might
tend to popularize flowers ana result in greater totals of
sales of flowers, it woula inevitably cut into tneir own sales.
This may be so, from a snort term standpoint, but from a long
A
1 ?1
range viewpoint, it is very possible that tnything or any
looaiuoi that gets people more liowcr conscious ana inctKe more
flower buyers, will benefit the retail florbl designer in
the long run. At any rate prepactcaging is aefin^tely a
modern trend worth much consideration by progressive florists
throughout the maustry.
• •••••
To suifl up, the retail florists ana the floral in-
dustry have the chance of a lifetiaie to aavance the love of
flowers among our people, to enlarge their markets ana to est-
ablish better ana more consistent profits. If the inaustry
taises advantage of its opportunity, not only will it emerg,e
better ana brighter and more profitable than ever before, but
the florists themselves will have the satisfaction of Knowing
they have done much to increase tne happiness of all people.
It * * *
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